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Abstract

We obtain the Plancherel decomposition for a reductive symmetric space in

the sense of representation theory� Our starting point is the Plancherel formula for

spherical Schwartz functions� obtained in part I� The formula for Schwartz functions

involves Eisenstein integrals obtained by a residual calculus� In the present paper

we identify these integrals as matrix coe�cients of the generalized principal series�
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� Introduction

In this paper we establish the Plancherel decomposition for a reductive symmetric space
X � G�H� in the sense of representation theory� Here G is a real reductive group of
Harish�Chandra�s class and H is an open subgroup of the group G� of �xed points for
an involution � of G� This paper is a continuation of the paper ���	 in the sense that we
derive the Plancherel decomposition from its main result ���	
 Thm� ����
 the Plancherel
formula for the space C�X  � � of � �spherical Schwartz functions on X� Here ��� V� � is a
�nite dimensional unitary representation of K� a ��stable maximal compact subgroup of
G� At the end of the paper
 we make a detailed comparison of our results with those of
P� Delorme ���	�

The results of this paper were found and announced in the fall of ����
 when both au�
thors were visitors of the Mittag�Le�er Institute in Djursholm
 Sweden� At the same time
P� Delorme announced a proof of the Plancherel theorem� For more historical comments

we refer the reader to the introduction of ���	�

Before giving a detailed outline of the results of this paper
 we shall �rst give some
background and describe the main result of ���	
 which serves as the basis for this paper�
The space X carries an invariant measure dx� accordingly the regular representation L of G
in L��X� is unitary� The Plancherel decomposition amounts to an explicit decomposition
of L as a direct integral of irreducible unitary representations of G� These representations
will turn out to be discrete series representations of X and generalized principal series
representations of the form

�Q���� � Ind
G
Q�� � � � ��� �����

with Q � MQAQNQ a �	�stable parabolic subgroup of G with the indicated Langlands
decomposition
 � a discrete series representation of the symmetric space XQ �MQ�MQ �
H� and � a unitary character of AQ�AQ�H� To keep the exposition simple
 we assume here

and in the rest of the introduction
 that the number of open H�orbits on QnG is one� In
general
 there are �nitely many open orbits
 parametrized by a set QW of representatives

and then � should be taken from the discrete series of the spaces XQ�v �MQ�MQ�vHv���
for v � QW�

Let 	 be the Cartan involution associated with K� it commutes with �� Let aq be
a maximal abelian subspace of the intersection of the �� eigenspaces for 	 and � in g�
the Lie algebra of G� We denote by P� the collection of 	��stable parabolic subgroups
of G containing Aq � expaq� For Q � P� we put aQq � aQ � aq� In ���	 we de�ned
a spherical Fourier transform FQ in terms of a so called normalized Eisenstein integral
E�
� �Q  �� � E��Q  ��� The latter is a function in C��X� � Hom�A��Q� V� �� depending

meromorphically on a parameter � � a�QqC � Here A��Q � A��Q�� � is de�ned as the space
of Schwartz functions XQ � V� that are �Q � � jK�MQ

�spherical and behave �nitely
under the algebra D �XQ� of invariant di�erential operators on XQ� The space A��Q is
�nite dimensional
 and inherits the Hilbert structure from the bigger space L��XQ  �Q��
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Without the simplifying assumption
 A��Q is de�ned as a �nite direct sum of similar
function spaces for XQ�v� as v � QW�

The Eisenstein integral E��Q  �� is � � � spherical and behaves �nitely under the
algebra D �X�� In view of the vanishing theorem of ���	
 the Eisenstein integral can be
uniquely characterized in terms of its annihilating ideal in D �X� and its asymptotic be�
havior towards in�nity on X� see ���	
 Def� ���� and Prop� ����� Let P� be a �xed minimal
element of P�� Then for Q � P� the Eisenstein integral is obtained as a sum of matrix
coe�cients of the representations ����� with Q � P�� the so called minimal principal series
for X� See ��	 and ��	�

For non�minimal Q the Eisenstein integral is obtained from E��P�  
� by means of a
residual calculus in the variable 
 � ia�q� see ���	
 Eqn� ����� and Lemmas ����� and �����
In particular
 for such Q it is a priori not clear that the normalized Eisenstein integral
E��Q  �� is a sum of matrix coe�cients for the generalized principal series representations
������ It is one of the goals of the present paper to establish this� In terms of the Eisenstein
integral
 the spherical Fourier transform is de�ned by the formula

FQf��� �

Z
X

E��Q  ���  x��f�x� dx � A��Q�

for f � C�X  � � and � � ia�Qq� see ���	
 x ��� The star indicates that the adjoint of
an endomorphism in Hom�A��Q� V�� is taken� The transform FQ is a continuous linear
map from C�X  � � into the space S�ia�Qq� � A��Q of Euclidean Schwartz functions on
ia�Qq with values in the �nite dimensional Hilbert space A��Q� The wave packet transform
JQ is de�ned as the adjoint of the Fourier transform with respect to the natural L��
type inner products on the spaces involved� see ���	
 x ��� It is a continuous linear map
S�ia�Qq��A��Q � C�X  � �� given by the formula

JQ��x� �

Z
ia�Qq

E��Q  �  x����� d��

for � � S�ia�Qq� � A��Q and x � X� Here d� is Lebesgue measure on ia�Qq� suitably
normalized�

Two parabolic subgroups P�Q � P� are called associated if their ��split components
aPq and aQq are conjugate under the Weyl group W of the root system of aq in g� The
notion of associatedness de�nes an equivalence relation � on P�� Let P� be a choice of
representatives in P� for the classes in P�� � � Then the Plancherel formula for functions
in C�X  � � takes the form

f �
X
Q�P�

�W  W �
Q	JQFQf� �f � C�X  � ���

with W �
Q the normalizer in W of aQq� The operator �W  W �

Q	JQFQ is a continuous pro�
jection operator onto a closed subspace CQ�X  � � of C�X  � �� Moreover


C�X  � � � �Q�P� CQ�X  � ��
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with orthogonal summands� It follows from the above that �W  W �
Q	

���FQ extends to a

partial isometry from L��X  � � to L��ia�Qq��A��Q� Its adjoint extends �W  W �
Q	

���JQ to
a partial isometry in the opposite direction�

In the present paper
 we build the Plancherel decomposition for �L�L��X�� from the
above for all �� The �rst step in this direction is to show that the Eisenstein integrals give
rise to intertwining maps from the principal series to �L�C��X���

In Section � we show that the discrete part L�
d�X  � � of L

��X  � � is �nite dimensional�
This fact can be derived from the description of the discrete series by T� Oshima and
T� Matsuki in ���	� We show that it can be obtained from ���	 and weaker information
on the discrete series
 also due to ���	
 namely the rank condition and the fact that
the D �X��characters of L�

d�X� are real and regular� The mentioned result implies that
the parameter space A��Q�� � of the Eisenstein integral equals L�

d�XQ  �Q�� Accordingly

it may be decomposed in an orthogonal �nite dimensional sum of isotypical subspaces
A��Q�� ��� where � � X�Q�ds� the collection of discrete series for XQ�

In Section � we formulate the connection of the Eisenstein integrals with the principal
series� Let bK be the unitary dual of K� i�e�
 the collection of equivalence classes of
irreducible unitary representations of K� If V is a locally convex space equipped with a
continuous representation of K� then by VK we denote the subspace of K��nite vectors�
for � � bK a �nite subset we denote by V� the subspace of VK consisting of vectors whose
K�types belong to �� Let � � bK be a �nite subset� We de�ne V� to be the space of
continuous functions K � C that are left K��nite with types contained in the set ��
Moreover
 we de�ne �� to be the restriction of the right regular representation of K to
V�� Let eV� � C be evalutation in e� Then F 	� e �F is a natural isomorphism from
L��X  ��� onto L��X��� Its inverse
 called sphericalization
 is denoted by ���

For � � X�Q�ds� we denote by �V ��� the space of continuous linear MQ�equivariant
maps H� � L��XQ�� This space is a �nite dimensional Hilbert space� We denote by
L��K  �� the space of the induced representation IndKK�MQ

��jK�MQ
�� It is well known

that the induced representation ����� may be realized as a ��dependent representation in
L��K  ��� which we shall also denote by �Q����� this is the so�called compact picture of
������

If � � bK is a �nite subset
 there is a natural isometry from �V ��� � L��K  ��� into
A��Q����� denoted T 	� �T �We show in Section � that we may use the Eisenstein integrals
to de�ne a map JQ���� �V ��� � L��K  ��K � C��X�K by the formula

JQ�����T ��x� � e�E
�
��Q  �  x��T 	� �����

Here � � bK is any �nite subset such that T � �V ��� � C��K  ��� and E�
� denotes

the Eisenstein integral with � � ��� The map JQ���� is a priori well�de�ned for � in the
complement of the union of a certain set H�Q� �� of hyperplanes in a�QqC � This union is
disjoint from ia�Qq�

The main result of the section is Theorem ���� It asserts that H�Q� �� is locally �nite
and that
 for � in the complement of its union
 the map JQ���� is �g�K��equivariant for the
in�nitesimal representations associated with �� �Q����� and L� The proof of this result is
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given in the next two sections� In the �rst of these we prepare for the proof by showing
that �Q���� is �nitely generated
 with local uniformity in the parameter �� see Proposition
���� This result is needed for the proof of the local �niteness of H�Q� ���

In Section � the �g�K��equivariance of the map JQ���� is established� TheK�equivarian�
ce readily follows from the de�nitions� For the g�equivariance it is necessary to compute
derivatives of the Eisenstein integral of the form LXE

�
� �Q  ���� for � � A��Q�� � and

X � g� The computation is achieved by introducing a meromorphic family of spherical
functions eF  a�QqC 
X� g�

C
� V� by the formula

eF��x��Z� � LZ�E
�
� �Q  �  � ��	�x��

for � � a�QqC � x � X and Z � gC � The function eF� is e� �spherical
 with e�  � Ad�K � �
and AdK  � AdjK� It has the same annihilating ideal in D �X� as the Eisenstein integral
E�
� �Q  ���� Moreover
 its asymptotic behavior on X can be expressed in terms of that

of E�
� �Q  ��� By the mentioned characterization of Eisenstein integrals this enables us

to show that eF� equals an Eisenstein integral of the form E�
e� �Q  ���Q����� with �Q���

an explicitly given di�erential operator A��Q�� � � A��Q�e� �� see Theorem ����� The g�
equivariance of JQ���� is then obtained by computing the action of �Q��� on �T � for T �
�V ��� � C��K  ���� see Lemma ���� and Proposition ����� At the end of the section
we complete the proof of Theorem ��� by establishing the local �niteness of H�Q� ���
combining the results of Sections � and �� see Proposition �����

In Section � we de�ne a Fourier transform f 	� �f�Q  �  �� from C�
c �X�K to �V ��� �

L��K  ��K by transposition of the map JQ������� It is given by the formula

h �f�Q  �  �� jT i �

Z
X

f�x�JQ�������T ��x� dx

and intertwines the �g�K��module of L with that of � � �Q������ In view of �����
 the

transform f 	� �f is related to the spherical Fourier transform by the formula

h �f�Q  �  �� jT i � hFQ���f���� j�T i� �����

for f � C�
c �X���

The established relation ����� combined with the spherical Plancherel formula implies
that the Fourier transform f 	� �f�Q  �  �� de�nes an isometry from L��X� into the direct
integral

� �
X
Q�P�

X
��X�

Q�ds

�W W �
Q	

Z
ia�
Qq

�� �Q����� d�� �����

realized in a Hilbert space L�� The continuous parts of this direct integral are studied in
Section �� In Section � it is �rst shown
 in Theorem ���
 that the Fourier transform f 	� �f
extends to an isometry F from L��X� into L�� Moreover
 its restriction to C�

c �X�K is a
�g�K��module map into L��� By an argument involving continuity and density
 it is then
shown that F is G�equivariant
 see Theorem ���� At this stage we have established that F
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maps the regular representation L isometrically into a direct integral decomposition� For
this to give the Plancherel decomposition
 we need to show that the image of F is a direct
integral with representations that are irreducible and mutually inequivalent outside a set
of Plancherel measure zero� This is done in Lemma ���� and Proposition ����� In the
process we use results of F� Bruhat and Harish�Chandra on irreducibility and equivalence
of unitarily parabolically induced representations
 see Theorem ����� The Plancherel
theorem is formulated in Theorem ����� Finally
 in Theorem ����� a precise description
of the image of F is given�

By the nature of our proofs it is a priori not clear that our description of the Plancherel
decomposition makes use of the same parametrizations as the one in P� Delorme�s paper
���	� It is the object of the last section to show that this is indeed the case� Here the
key idea is to use the automatic continuity theorem
 Theorem ����
 due to W� Casselman
and N�R� Wallach
 see ���	 and ���	� It allows us to show that the map JQ���� has a
continuous linear extension
 hence can be realized by taking the matrix coe�cient with an
H��xed distribution vector of IndGQ�������� By means of the description of such vectors
in ���	
 combined with an asymptotic analysis
 it is shown that our Eisenstein integral
E��Q  �  �� coincides with Delorme�s normalized Eisenstein integral E��Q  �  ���� see
Corollary ������

Finally
 the constants �W W �
Q	 occurring in our formula ����� di�er from the similar

formula of Delorme� This is due to di�erent choices of normalizations of measures
 as is
explained in the �nal part of the paper�

� Notation and preliminaries

Throughout this paper
 we use all notation and preliminaries from ���	
 Sect� �� In
particular
 G is a group of Harish�Chandra�s class
 � an involution of G and H an open
subgroup of G�� the group of �xed points for �� The associated reductive symmetric space
is denoted by

X � G�H�

All occurring measures will be normalized according to the conventions described in ���	

end of Section ��

Apart from the references just given
 we shall give precise references to ���	 for addi�
tional notation
 de�nitions and results� Some of these references will seem to depend on
the requirement that occurring parabolic subgroups from P� be of residue type� We recall
that this condition was introduced in ���	 for purposes of induction
 see ���	
 Rem� �����
In the end it is shown
 in ���	
 Thm� ����
 that every parabolic subgroup from P� is
of residue type� Thus
 the imposed requirement of being of residue type will always be
ful�lled�
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� A property of the discrete series

In this section we discuss an important result on the discrete part of L��X�� which is a
consequence of the classi�cation of the discrete series by T� Oshima and T� Matsuki in
���	� In our approach to the Plancherel formula via the residue calculus
 we obtain it as
a consequence of the rank condition and the regularity of the in�nitesimal character
 also
due to ���	
 see ���	
 Rem� �����

In the rest of this section we assume that ��� V�� is a �nite dimensional unitary rep�
resentation of K� A function f  X � V� is called � �spherical if f�kx� � � �k�f�x�� for all
x � X and k � K� The Hilbert space of square integrable � �spherical functions is denoted
by L��X  � �� Its discrete part
 denoted L�

d�X  � � is de�ned as in ���	
 x ��� The Fr�echet
space of � �spherical Schwartz functions
 denoted C�X  � �� is de�ned as in ���	
 Eqn� �������
The subspace of D �X���nite functions in C�X  � � is denoted by A��X  � ��

Proposition ��� Let ��� V� � be a �nite dimensional unitary representation of K� Then

L�
d�X  � � � A��X  � �� �����

Moreover� each of the spaces above is �nite dimensional�

Proof� It follows from the reasoning in the proof of ���	
 Lemma ����
 that the space on
the right�hand side of ����� is contained in the space on the left�hand side�

First assume that the center of G is not compact modulo H� Then it follows from ���	

Thm� ����
 that X has no discrete series� hence
 L�

d�X� � � and we obtain ������
Now assume that the center of G is compact modulo H� Denote by �G the intersection

of the kernels ker j�j� for �G � C � a character� Let AG be the split component of G�
then G � �GAG and AG � H� Put �X� �G��G � H� Then it follows that the natural
map �X � X is a di�eomorphism� Therefore
 it su�ces to prove the lemma with �X in
place of X� By ���	
 Thm� ����
 the pair ��G� �G�H� is of residue type� Hence
 the result
follows by application of ���	
 Lemma ����� �

If ���H�� is an irreducible unitary representation of G� let HomG�H�� L
��X�� denote

the space of G�equivariant continuous linear maps from H� into L��X�� This space is
non�trivial if and only if �the class of� � belongs to X�ds� the collection of equivalence
classes of discrete series representations of X� If � � X�ds� then the mentioned space is
�nite dimensional
 by the �nite multiplicity of the discrete series
 see ��	
 Thm� ����

For any irreducible unitary representation �� the canonical map from the tensor prod�
uct HomG�H�� L

��X�� � H� to L��X� is an embedding
 which is G�equivariant for the
representations � � � and L� respectively� We denote its image by L��X�� and equip the
space HomG�H�� L

��X�� with the unique inner product that turns the mentioned embed�
ding into an isometric G�equivariant isomorphism

m� HomG�H�� L
��X���H�

	
�� L��X��� �����

Obviously the space on the right�hand side of ����� depends on � through its class ��	� and
will therefore also be indicated with index ��	 in place of ��
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With the notation just introduced
 it follows that

L�
d�X� � b���X�ds

L��X��� �����

with orthogonal summands� Here and elsewhere
 the hat over the summation symbol
indicates that the closure of the algebraic direct sum is taken�

If � is an equivalence class of an irreducible unitary representation of G� we write
L��X  � �� � L��X  � � � �L��X�� � V� 	� It is readily seen that this space is non�trivial if
and only if � belongs to X�ds and has a K�type in common with the contragredient of ��
The collection of � with this property is denoted by X�ds�� ��

Lemma ��� The collection X�ds�� � is �nite� Moreover�

L�
d�X  � � � ���X�ds���

L��X  � ��� �����

where the direct sum is orthogonal and all the summands are �nite dimensional�

Proof� That the direct sum decomposition is orthogonal and has closure L�
d�X  � � follows

from the similar properties of ������ The space on the left�hand side of ����� is �nite
dimensional
 by Proposition ���� Since all summands on the right�hand side are non�
trivial
 the collection parametrizing these summands is �nite� �

Remark ��� It follows from Proposition ��� that the spaces L��X  � ��� for � � X�ds�
are contained in A��X  � �� we therefore also denote them by A��X  � ��� Note that
L��X  � �� � � for � an irreducible unitary representation of G that does not belong
to X�ds� Accordingly
 we put A��X  � �� � � for such �� In view of what has been said
 the
decomposition ����� may be rewritten as

A��X  � � � ���X�
ds
��� A��X  � ��� �����

Let C�K�K denote the space of right K��nite continous functions on K� If � is a �nite

subset of bK� the unitary dual of K� then by C�K�� we denote the subspace of C�K�K
consisting of functions with rightK�types contained in the set �� If  � bK� then � denotes
the contragredient representation� Accordingly
 we put �� � f� j  � �g�We de�ne

V� � C�K��� �����

and equip this space with the restriction of the right regular representation of K� this
restriction is denoted by ��� We endow V� with the L��K��inner product de�ned by
means of normalized Haar measure� By e we denote the map V� � C � � 	� ��e��
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Lemma ��� Let E be a complete locally convex space equipped with a continuous rep�
resentation of K� Then the map I � e restricts to a topological linear isomorphism from
�E �V��K onto E�� If E is equipped with a continuous pre�Hilbert structure for which
K acts unitarily� then the isomorphism is an isometry� In particular� this yields natural
isometries

L��X  ��� � L��X��� C�
c �X  ��� � C�

c �X���

where the last two spaces are equipped with the inner products inherited from the �rst
two spaces�

Proof� This is well known and easy to prove� �

The inverse of the isomorphism I � e will be denoted by � � ��� see ��	
 text before

Lemma �
 for similar notation� Given a �nite subset � � bK we shall write X�ds��� for
X�ds����� the set of discrete series representations that have a K�type contained in �� The
following result is now an immediate consequence of Lemma ����

Corollary ��� Let � � bK be a �nite set of K�types� Then X�ds��� is a �nite set�

We end this section with two simple relations between �� and ���� for �nite subsets
�� �
 � bK with � � �
� Let E be a complete locally convex space equipped with a
continuous representation of K� We denote by i����E� � E�� the natural inclusion map
and by P����E�� � E� the K�equivariant projection map� Likewise
 the inclusion map
V� � V�� and the K�equivariant projection V�� � V� �relative to ���� ��� are denoted
by i���� and P����� respectively� By K�equivariance
 the maps I� i���� and I �P���� induce
maps

I � i���� �E �V��
K � �E �V���

K� I � P����  �E �V���
K � �E �V��

K�

Lemma ��� Let notation be as above� Then

��� � �I � i����� � i���� � ��� �� � �I � P����� � P���� � ����

Proof� The �rst identity is immediate from the de�nitions� The second identity follows
from the �rst by using that the maps P����E�� � E� and P����V�� � V� may both be
characterized by the identities P���� � i���� � I and P���� � i�����n� � �� �

� Eisenstein integrals and induced representations

LetQ � P��We denote by X�Q���ds the collection of equivalence classes of unitary irreducible
representations � � MQ such that � is a discrete series representation of XQ�v� for some
v � NK�aq��

�



In this section we describe the relation of the normalized Eisenstein integral E��Q  ��
with the induced representations IndGQ�� � � � ��� where � � a�QqC and � � X

�
Q���ds� In the

rest of this section we assume � � X�Q���ds to be �xed�
Let QW � NK�aq� be a choice of representatives for WQnW�WK�H � see ���	
 text

after Eqn� ������ For v � QW� we equip XQ�v with the left MQ�invariant measure dxQ�v�
speci�ed at the end of ���	
 Section �� Moreover
 we de�ne �V �Q� �� v� � �V ��� v� by

�V ��� v�� HomMQ
�H�� L

��XQ�v��� �����

As mentioned in Section �
 this space is �nite dimensional� In accordance with the
mentioned section
 we equip it with the unique inner product that turns the natural map

m��v �V ��� v��H�
	
�� L��XQ�v��� �����

into an isometricMQ�equivariant isomorphism� We de�ne the formal direct sums

�V ���� �v�QW
�V ��� v�� L�

Q�� � �v�QW L��XQ�v�� �����

and equip them with the direct sum inner products� The �rst of these direct sums will
also be denoted by �V �Q� ��� The second of these direct sums is a unitary MQ�module�
The direct sum of the maps m��v as v ranges over QW is an isometric isomorphism

m� �V ��� �H�
	
�� L�

Q�� �����

that intertwines the natural MQ�representations�

Remark ��� If Q is minimal
 then X�Q���ds coincides with the set
cMps� de�ned in ��	


p� ���� Moreover
 QW � W is a choice of representatives for W�WK�H in NK�aq�� If
v � W� and � � HM�vHv��

� � then the map j	H� � L��M�M � vHv���� de�ned by
j	�v��m� � hv j ��m���i� is an M �equivariant map� Moreover
 � 	� j	 de�nes an anti�
linear map from V ��� v� onto HomM�H�� L

��M�M �vHv����� This gives an identi�cation

of V ��� v� with �V ��� v�� We recall from ��	
 p� ���
 that we equipped V ��� v� � HM�vHv��

�

with the restriction of the inner product fromH�� By the Schur orthogonality relations this

implies that the inner product on V ��� v� coincides with dim��� times the inner product
on �V ��� v�� Let V ��� be de�ned as in ��	
 Eqn� ������ Then V ��� � �V ��� and the inner
product on V ��� coincides with dim��� times the inner product on �V ����

For � � a�QqC � let L
��Q  �  �� denote the space of measurable functions G � H��

transforming according to the rule

��manx� � a��
Q ��m���x�� �x � G� �m�a� n� �MQ 
AQ 
NQ��

and satisfying
R
K
k��k�k�� dk � � As usual we identify measurable functions that are

equal almost everywhere� The space L��Q  �  �� is a Hilbert space for the inner product
given by

h� j�i �

Z
K

h��k� j��k�i� dk� �����

��



The restriction of the right regular representation of G to this space is denoted by IndGQ���
� � ��� or more brie�y by �Q���� � �����

Let C��Q  �  �� denote the subspace of L��Q  �  �� consisting of functions that are
smooth G � H�

� � This subspace is G�invariant� the associated G�representation in it is
continuous for the usual Fr�echet topology�

Remark ��� It follows from ���	
 x III��
 that the Fr�echet G�module C��Q  �  �� equals
the G�module of smooth vectors for the representation �Q����� equipped with its natural
Fr�echet topology�

It will be convenient to work with the compact picture of the induced representa�
tion ����� Let L��K  �� denote the space of square integrable functions �K � H� that
transform according to the rule

��mk� � ��m���k�� �k � K�m � KQ�� �����

Multiplication induces a di�eomorphismQ
KQ
K � G� Hence
 restriction toK induces an

isometry from L��Q  �  �� onto L��K  ��� This isometry restricts to a topological linear
isomorphism from C��Q  �  �� onto the subspace C��K  �� of functions in L��K  ��
that are smooth K � H�

� � where the latter space is equipped with the usual Fr�echet
topology� Via the isometric restriction map we transfer ���� to a G�representation in
L��K  ��� also denoted by �Q���� � �����

Let ��� V�� be a �nite dimensional unitary representation of K� We de�ne

L��K  �  � �� �L��K  �� � V� 	
K� �����

By �nite dimensionality of �� the space in ����� is �nite dimensional and contained in
C�K�H��� V� �

Let eve denote the evalutation map C�K�H��� H�� � 	� ��e�� and let eve� I denote
the induced map L��K  �  � �� H� � V� �

Lemma ���

�a� The map eve�I de�nes an isometric isomorphism from L��K  �  � � onto the space
�H� � V� �KQ�

�b� The space L��K  �  � � equals its subspace C��K  �  � �� �C��K  ��� V� 	K�

Proof� Observe that L��K  �� is the representation space for IndKKQ
��jKQ

�� Hence �a�
follows by Frobenius reciprocity� It is readily checked that eve � I maps C��K  �  � �
onto �H�

� � V� �
KQ� The latter space equals �H�KQ

� V� �
KQ � �H� � V� �

KQ� hence �b�
follows� �

��



Given T � �V ��� � L��K  �  � � we may now de�ne the element �T � L�
Q�� � V� by

�T � �m� � I	 � �I � eve � I	�T ��

We agree to denote the map eve � I L��K  �  � � � �H� � V� �KQ also by � 	� ��e��
With this notation
 if T � � � �� with � � �V ��� and � � L��K  �  � �� then

�T�v � ��v � I	���e��� �v � QW�� �����

We recall from Remark ���
 applied to the space XQ�v in place of X� for v � QW� that
�L��XQ�v�� � V� 	KQ � A��XQ�v  �Q��� naturally and isometrically� The space

A��Q�� �� � �v�QW A��XQ�v  �Q�� �����

is a subspace of the space A��Q�� �� de�ned in ���	
 Eqn� ������
 as the similar direct sum
without the indices � on the summands� It follows from the above discussion combined
with ����� that summation over QW naturally induces an isometric isomorphism

�L�
Q�� � V� �

KQ � A��Q�� ��� ������

via which we shall identify�

Lemma ��� The map T 	� �T is an isometry from �V ��� � L��K  �  � � onto A��Q�� ���

Proof� It follows from Lemma ��� that

I � eve � I �V ��� � L��K  �  � � � �V ��� � �H� � V� 	
KQ ������

is an isometric isomorphism� The map m� � I is an isometry from �V ��� �H� � V� onto
L�
Q�� � V� � which intertwines the KQ�actions � � �jKQ

� �Q and LjKQ
� �Q� Therefore
 it

induces an isometry between the subspaces of KQ�invariants
 which by ������ is identi�ed
with an isometry

m� � I �V ��� � �H� � V� 	
KQ

	
�� A��Q�� ��� ������

Since T 	� �T is the composition of ������ with ������
 the result follows� �

It follows from Lemma ��� that

L��K  �  ��� � L��K  ����

with an isometric isomorphism� The latter space is equal to C��K  ���� in view of
Lemmas ��� �b� and ���� Accordingly
 the map T 	� �T � de�ned for � � ��� may naturally
be viewed as an isometric isomorphism

T 	� �T � �V �Q� ��� C��K  ���
	
�� A��Q������ ������

Moreover
 it is given by the following formula
 for T � � � � � �V �Q� ��� C��K  ����

prv�T � �v���e��� �v � QW��

��



We now come to the connection with the normalized Eisenstein integral E�
� �Q  �� �

E��Q  ��� de�ned as in ���	
 Def� ����� The Eisenstein integral is meromorphic in the
variable � � a�QqC � as a function with values in C��X� � Hom�A��Q� V� �� If � � A��Q�
we agree to write E��Q  �  �  � � � E��Q  �  � ��� Then E��Q  �  �� � C��X  � �� for
generic � � a�QqC �

We need a �functorial� property of the normalized Eisenstein integral that we shall now
describe� Let �� 
� V� �� be a second �nite dimensional unitary representation of K� and let
SV� � V� � be a K�equivariant linear map� Then via action on the last tensor component

S naturally induces linear maps C��K  �  � � � C��K  �  � 
�� A��Q�� �� � A��Q�� 
��
and C��X  � �� C��X  � 
� that we all denote by I � S�

Lemma ��� Let SV� � V� � be a K�equivariant map as above�

�a� Let T � �V ��� �C��K  �  � �� Then ��I�I�S	T � �I � S	�T �

�b� Let � � A��Q�� �� Then

�I � S	E�
� �Q  �  �� � E�

� ��Q  �I � S	�  ���

as a meromorphic C��X  � ��valued identity in the variable � � a�QqC �

Proof� �a� is a straightforward consequence of the de�nitions� Assertion �b� follows from
the characterization of the Eisenstein integral in ���	
 Def� ����� More precisely
 it follows
from the mentioned de�nition and ���	
 Prop� ���� �a�
 that the family f � E��Q  ��
belongs to EhypQ �X  � �� See ���	
 Def� ���
 for the de�nition of the latter space� Moreover


still by ���	
 Prop� ����
 for � in a non�empty open subset � of a�QqC � each v � QW and
all X � aQq and m � XQ�v���

q��
Q�Q� v j f� �X�m� � �v�m�� ������

It readily follows from the de�nitions that g ��� x� 	� S�f��� x�� belongs to EhypQ �X  � 
��
moreover
 ������ implies that

q��
Q�Q� v j g� �X�m� � S��v�m�� � �prv�I � S	�	�m��

for all � � �� each v � QW� and all X � aQq and m � XQ�v��� In view of ���	
 Def� ����
and Prop� ���� �a�
 this implies that g � E��Q  �I � S	��� �

If � � bK is a �nite subset and � � A��Q����� we denote the associated normalized
Eisenstein integralE�

��
�Q  �  �� also by E�

��Q  �  ��� This Eisenstein integral is a smooth
���spherical function
 depending meromorphically on the parameter � � a�QqC �

Lemma ��� implies an obvious relation between the Eisenstein integrals E�
��Q  �  ��

for di�erent subsets �� If � � �
 are �nite subsets of bK� then V� � V��� The associated
inclusion map is denoted by i����� it intertwines �� with ��� � From Lemmas ��� and ��� �a�
it follows that

��I�i����	T � ��I�I�i����	�I���	T

� �I � i����	�T � �T � �V ��� � C��K  ����� ������

��



Moreover
 from Lemma ��� �b� it follows that

E�
���Q  �I � i����	�  �� � �I � i����	E

�
��Q  �  ��� �� � A��Q������ ������

We have similar formulas for the K�equivariant projection operator P����V�� � V��
From Lemmas ��� and ��� it follows that

��I�I�P���� 	T � �I � P���� 	�T � �T � �V ��� � C��K  ������ ������

E�
��Q  �I � P���� 	�  �� � �I � P���� 	E

�
���Q  �  ��� �� � A��Q������� ������

We recall from ���	
 x �
 that a  r�Q��hyperplanes in a�QqC is a hyperplane of the
form ����C ! �� with � �  r�Q� and � � a�QqC � The hyperplane is said to be real if �

may be chosen from a�Qq� If � � bK is a �nite subset
 then by ���	
 Prop� �����
 there
exists a locally �nite collection H of real  r�Q��hyperplanes in a�QqC such that for each
T � �V ����C��K  ��� the function � 	� E�

��Q  �T  �� has a singular locus contained in
�H� We denote by H�Q� �� �� the minimal collection with this property� It follows from
the de�nition just given that � � �
 � H�Q� �� �� � H�Q� �� �
�� Let H�Q� �� denote the

union of the collections H�Q� �� ��� as � ranges over the collection of �nite subsets of bK�
Then

ia�Qq � �H�Q� �� � �� ������

by the regularity theorem for the normalized Eisenstein integral
 see ���	
 Thms� ���� and
���� �a��

For � � a�QqC n �H�Q� ��� we de�ne the linear map

JQ���� � J��� �V ��� � C��K  ��K � C��X�K

by
J����T ��x� � E�

��Q  �T  �  x��e�� �x � X�� ������

for � � bK a �nite subset and T � �V ��� �C��K  ���� This de�nition is unambiguous in
view of ������ and �������

Theorem ��� Let Q � P� and � � X�Q���ds� The collectionH�Q� �� consists of real  r�Q��
hyperplanes and is locally �nite� Its union is disjoint from ia�Qq� Let � � a�QqC be in
the complement of this union� Then JQ���� is a �g�K��intertwining map from �V ��� �
C��K  ��K � equipped with the induced representation ���Q������ to C��X�K� equipped
with the �g�K��module structure induced by the left regular representation ofG in C��X��

The proof of this theorem will be given in the next two sections� In Section � we
investigate uniformity of generators for �Q���� relative to the parameter �� In Section � we
shall investigate the e�ect of left di�erentiations on left spherical functions�

��



� Generators of induced representations

In this section we show that that the parabolically induced representations
 introduced
in Section �
 are generated by �nitely many K��nite vectors
 with local uniformity in the
continuous induction parameter�

Proposition ��� Let Q � P� and let � be a unitary representation ofMQ of �nite length�

Assume that � � a�QqC is a bounded subset� Then there exists a �nite subset � � bK such
that� for all � � ��

�Q�����U�g��C
��K  ��� � C��K  ��K � �����

Remark ��� In particular
 the result holds for � � 	� then Q is an arbitrary parabolic
subgroup of G and aQq equals its usual Langlands split component aQ�

Proof� It su�ces to prove the result for � irreducible� We shall do this by a method
given for � tempered in ���	
 x ������ Let

� � f� � a�QqC j hRe � � �Q � �i � �� � � � "r�Q��g

Then for � � � we may de�ne the standard intertwining operator A��� � A� �Q  Q  �  ��
from C��Q  �  �� to C�� �Q  �  ��� by

A���f�x� �

Z
�NQ

f��n x� d�n� �x � G��

where d�n denotes a choice of Haar measure on �NQ� The integral is absolutely convergent�
this follows by an argument that involves estimates completely analogous to the ones
given for Q minimal in ��	
 proof of Lemma ����� It also follows from these estimates
that
 for f � C��K  ��� the function A���f � C��K  �� depends holomorphically on
� � ��

Lemma ��� Let f� g � C��K  ��� � � � and X � a�Qq� Then

lim
t�

et����
Q��X�h�Q�����m exp tX�f j gi � h��m��A���f 	�e� j g�e�i�� �����

Proof� See ���	
 Lemma ������� �

��



Completion of the proof of Prop� ���� From ����� it can be deduced
 by an argument
due to Langlands ���	
 Lemma ����
 see also Milicic ���	
 Proof of Thm� �
 that if f �
C��Q  �  ��K andA���f �� �� then f is a cyclic vector for ���� in the sense that the �g�K��
module generated by f equals C��Q  �  ��K � See also ���	
 Cor� ������� We can now prove
the result in the case that the closure of � is contained in �� Indeed
 assume this to be the
case and let �� � �� Since f 	� A����f�e� can be expressed as a convolution operator with

non�trivial kernel
 there exists a �nite set � � bK and a function f � C��K  ��� such
that A����f�e� �� �� by continuity in the parameter � there exists an open neighborhood
�� of �� in � such that A���f�e� �� � for all � � ��� From what we said above
 it follows
that ����� holds for all � � ��� By compactness of the set �� the result now readily follows
in case � is contained in ��

We shall now use tensoring with a �nite dimensional representation to extend the
result to an arbitrary bounded subset � � a�QqC �

Let P � Pmin
� be such that P � Q� Let "Q�P �� f� � "�P � j �jaQq � �g and put

"�Q� � "�P � n "Q�P �� We �x n � N such that hRe � � �Q � �i�h� � �i � ��n for all
� � �� and � � "�Q�� We �x � � a�q with the property that h� � �i�h� � �i equals �n for

all � � "�Q� and zero for all � � "Q�P �� Then � ! � � �� Hence there exists a �nite

subset �
 � bK such that �������U�g��C��K  ���� � C��K  ��K � for all � � ��
It follows from the condition on � that h� � �i��h� � �i � �Zfor all � � "�P �� Since

 is a possibly non�reduced root system
 this implies that h� � �i��h� � �i � �Z for all
� �  � According to ��	
 Cor� ��� and Prop� ���
 there exists a class one �nite dimensional
irreducible G�module �F� �� of "�P ��highest aq�weight �� the highest weight space F�
is one dimensional
 and M� � MP� acts trivially on it� Since MQ� centralizes aQq� it
normalizes F�� By compactness it follows that �KQ�e acts trivially on F�� Since � vanishes
on �aQq � aq � mQ� it follows that �AQq also acts trivially on F�� Finally
 since MQ� is
generated by M�� �KQ�e and �AQq� it follows that MQ� acts by the identity on F��

Let e� � F� be a non�trivial highest weight vector� Then the map mF � � C��G�
de�ned by m�v��x� � v���x���e�� is readily seen to be an equivariant map from F �

into C��Q  �  ���� The map M�C��Q  �  � ! �� � F � 	� C��Q  �  �� given by
M���� v� � m�v�� is G�equivariant
 for every � � a�QqC �

Let vK � F � be a non�trivial K��xed vector
 then
 since G � QK� the function m�vK�
is nowhere vanishing� From this we see that M� is surjective
 for every � � a�QqC � It
follows that the U�g��module generated by V�  � M��C��Q  �  � ! ���� � F �� equals

C��Q  �  ��K� for all � � �� Let � � bK be the collection of all K�types occurring in
 � F � for some  � �
� Then � is a �nite set and V� � C��Q  �  ���� for all � � a�QqC �
Hence
 ����� follows for all � � �� �

� Di�erentiation of spherical functions

In this section we assume ��� V� � to be a �nite dimensional unitary representation of K�
We shall investigate the action of LZ � for Z � g� on the Eisenstein integral E��Q  ���
Here L denotes the in�nitesimal left regular representation� As a preparation
 we shall

��



�rst investigate the action of LZ on functions from the space C��X�  � �� de�ned in ���	

x �� Secondly
 we shall investigate the action of LZ on families from EhypQ �X  � �� de�ned
in ���	
 Def� ����

Given a function F � C��X�  � �� we de�ne the function eF  X� � g�
C
� V� �

Hom�gC � V� � by eF �x��Z� � LZF �x�� �x � X�� Z � gC ��

One readily checks that

eF �kx��Z� � � �k� eF �x��Ad�k���Z�� �x � X�� k � K� Z � gC ��

Hence
 eF is a spherical function of its own right� In fact
 let Ad�K denote the restriction
to K of the coadjoint representation of G in g�

C
and put e�  � Ad�K � �� Then

eF � C��X�  e���
Our �rst objective is to show that if F has a certain converging expansion towards in�nity
along �Q� v�� for Q � P� and v � NK�aq�� then eF has a similar expansion
 which can be
computed in terms of that of F� As a preparation
 we study sets consting of points of the
form mav� where v � NK�aq�� m � MQ� and a �  in A�

Qq� They describe regions of
convergence for the expansions involved
 in the spirit of ���	
 x �� We will also describe
decompositions of elements of g along such sets
 in a fashion similar to ���	
 x �� These

will be needed to compute the expansion of eF�
Let Q � P�� We de�ne the function RQ�vM�Q � 	 �� � as in ���	
 Section �� Recall

that RQ�v is left KQ� and right M�Q � vHv���invariant� thus
 it may be viewed as a
function on X�Q�v� If Q � G� then RQ�v equals the constant function � and if Q �� G� then
according to ���	
 Lemma ���
 it is given by

RQ�v�au� � max
�
�Q�

a��

for a � Aq and u � NKQ
�aq�� The inclusion map MQ � M�Q induces an embedding via

which we may identify XQ�v with a sub MQ�manifold of X�Q�v� From ���	
 Lemma ���
 we
recall that RQ�v � � on XQ�v�

Lemma ��� Let v � NK�aq� and put Q
 � v��Qv� Then

RQ�v�m� � RQ����v
��mv�� �m �M�Q��

Proof� This follows immediately from the characterization of RQ�v given above� �

In accordance with ���	
 Eqn� �����
 we de�ne
 for v � NK�aq� and R � ��

M�Q�v�R	 � fm �M�Q j RQ�v�m� � Rg�

and MQ��v�R	 �MQ� �M�Q�v�R	� Note that M�Q���R	 and MQ����R	 equal the setsM�Q�R	
and MQ��R	� de�ned in ���	
 text preceding Lemma ���
 respectively� Finally
 for R � �
we de�ne

A�
Qq�R�� fa � AQq j a

� � R for all � � "r�Q�g� �����

��



Lemma ��� Let v � NK�aq� and put Q
 � v��Qv� Let R � ��

�a� M�Q�v�R	 � vM�Q��R	v��� MQ��v�R	 � vMQ���R	v���

�b� A�
Qq�R� � vA�

Q�q�R�v
���

Proof� Assertion �a� follows readily from combining Lemma ��� with the de�nitions of
the sets involved� Assertion �b� is clear from ������ �

We de�ne the open dense subset M 

�Q of M�Q as in ���	
 Eqn� ������ Write g� �

ker��I � 	�� and put g�  � g � g�� for � �  � Write H�Q � M�Q � H� Then by ���	

Cor� ���


M 

�Q � KQ �M



�Q �Aq	 H�Q�

M 

�Q �Aq � fa � Aq j a

 �� � for all� �  �Q�with g� �� �g� �����

In particular
 M 

�Q is a left KQ� and right H�Q�invariant open dense subset of M�Q� If

v � NK�aq�� then byM 

�Q�v we denote the analogue of the setM



�Q for the pair �G� vHv����

Lemma ��� Let v � NK�aq� and put Q
 � v��Qv� Then M 

�Q�v � vM 


�Q�v
���

Proof� This readily follows from the de�nition� �

Lemma ��� Let v � NK�aq��

�a� M�Q�v��	 �M 

�Q�v�

�b� Let R�� R� � �� Then MQ��v�R�	A
�
Qq�R�� �M�Q�v�R�R�	�

Proof� For v � �� the results are given in ���	
 Lemma ���� Let now v be arbitrary and
put Q
 � v��Qv� Using Lemma ��� �a� with R � � and Lemma ��� we obtain �a� from the
similar statement with Q
� � in place of Q� v� Likewise
 assertion �b� follows by application
of Lemma ���� �

We now come to the investigation of decompositions in g� needed for the study of the
asymptotic behavior of eF� Write k�Q� � k � �nQ ! �nQ�� Then I ! 	X 	� X ! 	X is a
linear isomorphism from �nQ onto k�Q�� For � �  we put k�  � �I ! 	��g���� Then k�Q� is
the direct sum of the spaces k� � for � �  �Q��

Lemma ��� Let v � NK�aq�� If m �M 

�Q�v� then nQ � k�Q��Ad�mv�h�

Proof� For v � � this follows from ���	
 Lemma ��� �b�
 with �Q in place of Q� If
v is arbitrary
 put Q
 � v��Qv� Then for m � M 


�Q�v we have v
��mv � M 


�Q�� hence
Ad�v���nQ � nQ� � k�Q�� � Ad�v��mv�h� and the result follows by application of Ad�v��
�

��



By the above lemma
 for m � M 

�Q�v we may de�ne a linear map #�m� � #Q�v�m� �

Hom�nQ� k�Q�� by
X � #�m�X !Ad�mv�h� �X � nQ�� �����

It is readily seen that #Q�v is an analytic Hom�nQ� k�Q���valued function on M 

�Q�v�

Lemma ��� If m �M 

�Q�v� k � KQ and h �M�Q � vHv��� then

#�kmh� � Ad�k� �#�m� �Ad�k����

Proof� Since M�Q normalizes nQ and KQ normalizes k�Q� the result is an immediate
consequence of the de�nition in equation ������ �

Lemma ��� Let v � NK�aq� and put Q
 � v��Qv� Then� for all m �M 

�Q�v�

#Q�v�m� � Ad�v� �#Q����v
��mv� �Ad�v����

Proof� This follows from �����
 by the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma ���� �

Let $ � $QM 

�Q � Hom��nQ� k�Q�� be de�ned as in ���	
 Eqn� ������ Then
 for X � �nQ

and m �M 

�Q�

X � Ad�m���$�m�X ! h� �����

Lemma ��
 Let m �M 

�Q� Then

#Q���m� � �$�m� �� �Ad�m���� �����

Proof� If X � nQ and m �M 

�Q� then �Ad�m

���X � �nQ� so that �Ad�m���X belongs to
Ad�m���$�m��Ad�m���X ! h� Since Ad�m���X � ��Ad�m���X ! h� this implies that

Ad�m���X � �Ad�m���$�m��Ad�m���X ! h�

Comparing with the de�nition of #Q���m� given in ����� with v � �� we obtain the desired
identity� �

In the formulation of the next result we use the terminology of neat convergence of
exponential polynomial series
 introduced in ���	
 x ��

Proposition ��� Let v � NK�aq�� There exist unique real analytic Hom�nQ� k�Q���valued
functions #� � #Q�v�� on MQ�� for � � N"r�Q�� such that� for every m � MQ� and all
a � A�

Qq�RQ�v�m�����

#Q�v�ma� �
X

��N�r�Q�

a��#��m�� �����

with absolutely convergent series� Moreover� #� � �� Finally� for every R � � the se�
ries in ����� converges neatly on A�

Qq�R
��� as a "r�Q��power series with coe�cients in

C��MQ��v�R	��Hom�nQ� k�Q���

��



Proof� We �rst assume that v � �� Let $�MQ� � End��nQ� be as in ���	
 Prop� ����
Then it follows from combining the mentioned proposition with ����� that
 for m �MQ�

and a � A�
Qq�RQ���m�����

#�ma� � ��I ! 	� �
X

��N�r�Q�

a��$��m� �� �Ad�ma����

with absolutely convergent series� We now see that the restriction of #�ma� to g� for
� �  �Q�� equals

��I ! 	� �
X

��N�r�Q�

a���$��m� �� �Ad�m�jg��

Put #� � � and
 for � � N"r�Q� n f�g� de�ne #��m� � Hom�nQ� k�Q�� by

#��m�jg� � ��I ! 	� �$���m� �� �Ad�m�jg�

if ��� � N"r�Q�� and by #��m�jg� � � otherwise� Then ����� follows with absolute con�
vergence� All remaining assertions about convergence follow from the analogous assertions
in ���	
 Prop� ����

We now turn to the case that v is general� Let Q
 � v��Qv� and de�ne

#Q�v���m� � Ad�v� �#Q����Ad�v�����v
��mv� �Ad�v����

for � � N"r�Q� and m �MQ�� Then all assertions follow from the similar assertions with
Q
� � in place of Q� v� by application of Lemmas ��� and ���� �

We now come to the behavior of LZ � for Z � gC � at points of the form mav� with
v � NK�aq�� m �MQ� and a� in A�

Qq� We start by observing that

g � nQ � aQq � �mQ� � p�� k� �����

as a direct sum of linear spaces� Accordingly
 we write
 for Z � gC �

Z � Zn ! Za ! Zm ! Zk� �����

with terms in the complexi�cations of the summands in �����
 respectively� If l is a real Lie
algebra
 then by U�l� we denote the universal enveloping algebra of its complexi�cation

and by Uk�l�� for k � N� the subspace of elements of order at most k� For Z � gC we de�ne
the element D��Z� � DQ�v���Z� of U��mQ��� U��aQq�� End�V� � by

D��Z�� Zm � I � I ! I � Za � I ! I � I � � � %Zk�� �����

where X 	� %X denotes the canonical anti�automorphism of U�g�� If
 moreover
m �MQ��
we de�ne
 for � � N"r�Q� n f�g� the element D��Z�m� � DQ�v���Z�m� of U��mQ�� �
U��aQq�� End�V� � by

D��Z�m�� I � I � � �#Q�v���m� %Zn��

��



Finally
 if m � MQ� and a � A�
Qq�RQ�v�m����� we de�ne the element DQ�v�Z� a�m� �

U��mQ��� U��aQq�� End�V� � by

DQ�v�Z� a�m� �
X

��N�r�Q�

a��D��Z�m�� ������

where we have put D��Z�m� � D��Z�� We also agree to write

D�
Q�v�Z� a�m�� DQ�v�Z� a�m��D��Z��

It follows from Prop� ��� that
 for each R � �� the series ������ is neatly convergent
on A�

Qq�R
��� as a "r�Q��exponential series with values in C��MQ��v�R	� � U��mQ�� �

U��aQq�� End�V� �� Moreover


D�
Q�v�Z� a�m� � I � I � � �#Q�v�ma� %Zn�� ������

In the formulation of the following result we use the notation of the paper ���	
 Sections
���� Via the left regular representation
 we view U�mQ�� � U�aQq� � End�V� � as the
algebra of right�invariant di�erential operators on M�Q �MQ�
AQq� with coe�cients in
End�V� ��

Proposition ���� Let F � Cep�X�  � �� Then eF � Cep�X�  e� ��Moreover� if Q � P� and

v � NK�aq�� then Exp �Q� v j eF � � Exp �Q� v j F �� N"r�Q�� Finally� for every Z � gC �
the "r�Q��exponential expansion

eF �mav��Z� �
X
�

a� q��Q� v j eF � log a�m��Z� ������

along �Q� v� arises from the similar expansion

F �mav� �
X
�

a� q��Q� v j F� log a�m� ������

by the formal application of the expansion ���	
�� In particular� if � is a leading exponent
of F along �Q� v�� then� for every Z � gC �

q��Q� v j eF � log� � �� � ��Z� � �DQ�v���Z�� ��Za�	 q��Q� v j F� log� � �� � �� ������

Proof� It is obvious that eF � C��X�  � �� We shall investigate its expansion along
�Q� v�� for Q � P� and v � NK�aq��We start by observing that
 for R � �� the expansion
������ converges neatly on A�

q �R
��� as a "r�Q��exponential polynomial expansion in the

variable a� with coe�cients in the space C��XQ�v���R	  �Q�� see ���	
 Thm� ����

��



If � is a smooth function on a Lie group L� with values in a complete locally convex
space
 then for X � l and x � L we put ��X�x�� d�dt��exp tXx�jt��� Accordingly
 it
follows from ����� that for Z � gC � and m �MQ� and a � AQq with mav � X�� we have

&F �mav��Z� � F � %Z�mav�

� � � %Zk�F �mav� ! F � %Zm�mav� ! F � %Za�mav� ! F � %Zn�mav�� ������

The sum of the �rst three terms allows an expansion that is obtained by the termwise
formal application of DQ�v���Z� to the expansion ������
 by ���	
 Lemmas ��� and �����
Moreover
 the resulting expansion converges on A�

q �R
��� as a "r�Q��exponential polyno�

mial expansion in the variable a� with coe�cients in the space C��XQ�v���R	� V��� Thus
 it
remains to discuss the last term in ������� Since F is rightH�invariant and left � �spherical

we see by application of ����� and ������ that the mentioned term may be rewritten as

F � %Zn�mav� � F �#Q�v�ma� %Zn�mav�

� � �#Q�v�ma� %Zn�F �mav�

� D�
Q�v�Z� a�m�F � � v��ma��

It follows from Proposition ��� that the series for D�
Q�v�Z� converges neatly on A�

q �R
���

as a "r�Q��exponential polynomial expansion in the variable a� with coe�cients in the
space C��MQ���v�R	�� End�V� �� From ���	
 Lemma ����
 it now follows that F � %Zn�mav�
admits a "r�Q��exponential polynomial expansion that is obtained by the obvious formal
application of the series for D�

Q�v�Z� a�m� to the series for F �mav�� The resulting series

converges neatly on A�
Qq�R

��� as a "r�Q��exponential polynomial expansion in the vari�

able a with coe�cients in C��MQ��v�R	� V� �� It follows that &F �mav��Z� has an expansion
of the type asserted along �Q� v�� with exponents as indicated�

In particular
 if Q is minimal
 it follows that &F �mav� allows a neatly converging
"�Q��exponential polynomial expansion in the variable a � A�

q �Q�� with coe�cients in

C��XQ�v��g�
C
�V� � This implies that eF belongs to the space Cep�X�  &� �� de�ned in ���	


Def� ����
It remains to prove the assertion about the leading exponent � for F along �Q� v�� From

the above discussion we readily see that the term in the expansion ������ with exponent
� is obtained from the application of the constant term DQ�v���Z� of DQ�v�Z� a�m� to the
term in the expansion ������ with exponent �� This yields

a�q��Q� v j eF � log a�m��Z� � DQ�v���Z���m�a� 	� a�q��Q� v j F� log a�m�	�

Now use that a�� �DQ�v���Z� � a� � DQ�v���Z� ! �� %Za� to obtain ������� �

We can now describe the action of LZ� for Z � gC � on families from the space
EhypQ �X  � �� de�ned in ���	
 Def� ����

��



Theorem ���� Let F � EhypQ �X  � �� Then the family eF  a�QqC 
X� g�
C
� V� � de�ned by

� eF �� � �F��� belongs to EhypQ �X  e� �� Moreover� for every Z � gC and all � in an open
dense subset of a�QqC �

q��
Q�Q� v j
eF�  log� � �  � ��Z�
� �DQ�v���Z�� �� � �Q��Za�	 q��
Q�Q� v j F�  log� � �  � �� ������

Proof� There exist  � DQ and a �nite subset Y � �a�QqC such that F � EhypQ�Y �X  �  ��
LetH � HF � d � dF and k � degaF be de�ned as in the text following ���	
 Def� ���� Then
F satis�es all conditions of the mentioned de�nition� It follows from the characterization
of the expansions for eF in Proposition ���� that eF satis�es the hypotheses of ���	
 Def� ����

with e� in place of �� with the same Y�H� d� k� In particular
 eF belongs to Cep�hyp
Q�Y �X�  e���

Since F� is annihilated by the ideal I��� for generic � � a�QqC � the same holds for eF��
and we see that eF � EhypQ�Y �X�  e�  �� see ���	
 Def� ����

Let now s � W� P � P�
� such that s�aQq� �� aPq and v � NK�aq�� Then there exists an

open dense subset � � a�QqC such that F satis�es the condition stated in ���	
 Def� ����
It follows from Propositon ���� and the fact that the functions m 	� DP�v���Z�m� are
smooth on all of MP�� for Z � gC � � � N"r�P �� that &F also satis�es the condition of ���	


Def� ���
 with the same set �� We conclude that eF � EhypQ�Y �X�  e�  �glob� In view of ���	

Lemma ���
 � 	� F� is a meromorphic C

��X  � ��valued function on a�QqC � Hence
 � 	� eF�
is a meromorphic C��X  e���valued function on a�QqC � In view of ���	
 Def� ���
 we now

infer that eF � EhypQ �X  e� ��
Finally
 for � in an open dense subset of a�QqC � the element ���Q is a leading exponent

for F along �Q� v�� Thus
 ������ follows from ������� �

Next
 we apply the above result to the normalized Eisenstein integral E��Q  �  ���
de�ned for � � A��Q� Let v � QW� Given a function �v � A��XQ�v  �Q� and an element
� � a�QqC we de�ne the function

�Q�v����v XQ�v � g�
C
� V� ������

by
�Q�v����v�x��Z� � �LZm � �� � �Q��Za�	�v�x�� � �Zk���v�x�	�

for x � XQ�v and Z � gC � Clearly
 the function �Q�v����v is a D �XQ�v ���nite Schwartz func�
tion with values in g�

C
� V� � Since KQ normalizes the decomposition ����� and centralizes

aQq� one readily checks that the function is e�Q�spherical
 with e�Q � e� jKQ
� Hence


�Q�v����v � A��XQ�v  e�Q��
We de�ne the map �Q���A��Q�� �� A��Q�e�� as the direct sum
 for v � QW� of the maps
�Q�v���A��XQ�v  �Q�� A��XQ�v  e�Q��

��



Theorem ���� Let � � A��Q�� � and let the family F  a�QqC 
X� V� be de�ned by

F ��� x� � E�
� �Q  �  �  x��

Then the family eF  a�QqC 
X� g�
C
� V� � de�ned by � eF �� � �F���� is given by

eF ��� x� � E�
e� �Q  �Q����  �  x��

Proof� It follows from ���	
 Def� ���� and Prop� ����
 that the family F belongs to
EhypQ �X  � � and that the family G � E��Q  �Q����� belongs to E

hyp
Q �X  e� �� Let v � QW�

Then it follows from the mentioned proposition
 combinedwith ���	
 Thm� ���
 Eqn� ������

that
 for � in an open dense subset of a�QqC and all X � aQq and m � XQ�v���

q��
Q�Q� v j F��X�m� � �v�m�� ������

q��
Q�Q� v j G� �X�m� � �Q�v����v�m�� ������

FromTheorem ���� we see that eF � EhypQ �X  e���Moreover
 combining ������ and ������ we
infer that
 for Z � gC � � in an open dense subset of a�QqC and all X � aQq and m � XQ�v���

q��
Q�Q� v j
eF��X�m��Z� � �DQ�v���Z�� �� � �Q��Za�	��m�a� 	� �v�m�	�

From ����� we see that the expression on the right�hand side of this equation equals
��Q�v����v�m�	�Z�� hence

q��
Q�Q� v j eF��X�m� � �Q�v����v�m�� ������

Comparing ������ with ������ we deduce that the family eF �G � EhypQ �X  e� � satis�es the
hypothesis of the vanishing theorem
 ���	
 Thm� ����� Hence
 eF � G� �

Given � � a�QqC and � � C��K  �  � � we de�ne the function

d�Q� �� ��� � C��K  �� � g�
C
� V�

by
�d�Q� �� ���	�k� Z� � ��������Z�� I	���k�� ������

for k � K and Z � gC � One readily veri�es that d�Q� �� ��� � C��K  �  e� ��
Lemma ���� Let T � �V ��� � C��K  �  � �� Then� for all � � a�QqC �

��I�d�Q�����	T � �Q����T �

��



Proof� By linearity it su�ces to prove this for T � � � �� with � � �V ��� and � �
C��K  �  � �� Let v � QW and Z � gC � Then combining ������ with the decomposition
����� we infer that

�d�Q� �� ���	�e��Z� � ���Zm�� I � I � � �Zk�	��e�� �� � �Q��Za���e��

By equivariance
 �v maps H�
� into L��XQ�v��� � C��XQ�v�� intertwining the �mQ�KQ��

actions� Using formula ����� we now obtain that

��I�d�Q�����	T�v� � ��Z� �

� ��v � I	����Zm�� I	��e��� ��� � �Q��Za�I � I ! I � � �Zk�	��v � I����e��

� �LZm � �� � �Q��Za�	��T�v�� � �� � �Zk���T�v� � �	

� ���Q� ���T�v� � ��Z�� �

Corollary ���� Let T � �V ��� � C��K  �  � � and let the family F  a�QqC 
 X � V� be
de�ned by

F� � E��Q  �T  ���

Then the family eF  � 	� �F��� is given by

eF� � E��Q  ��I�d�Q�����	T  ��� ������

Proof� This follows from Theorem ���� and Lemma ����� �

As a consequence of the above
 we can now express derivatives of the normalized
Eisenstein integral in a form needed for the proof of Theorem ����

Proposition ���� Let � � bK be a �nite subset� and let �
 � bK be the union of the
collections of K�types occurring in AdK � � as  � �� Let T � �V ����C��K  ���� Then
�I � ������Z��T � �V ��� � C��K  ���� � for all Z � gC and � � a�QqC � Moreover� for all
Z � gC � x � X and k � K�

LAd�k���ZE
�
��Q  �T  ���x��k� � E�

���Q  ��I������ �Z�	T  ���x��k�� ������

as a meromorphic identity in � � a�QqC �

Proof� Let � � ��� We shall use the natural identi�cation C��K  ��� � C��K  �  � �
of Lemma ���
 so that �T may be viewed as an element of �V ��� � C��K  �  � ��

De�ne the family F as in Corollary ����� We shall derive the identity ������ from
������ by using the functorial properties of Lemma ����

Fix Z � gC �We de�ne the matrix coe�cient map mZ g�C � C��K� by

mZ����k� � ��Ad�k���Z�� �� � g�
C
� k � K��

��



The map mZ intertwines the representation Ad
�
K of K in g�

C
with the right regular repre�

sentation of K in C�K�� In particular
 it maps into the �nite dimensional space C�K���� �

with �� � bK the set of K�types in AdK� We de�ne the equivariant map

S� � mZ � I g�
C
�V� � C�K���

�
�V��

On the other hand
 we de�ne the map S�C�K�����V� � C�K� by ��� 	� ��� This map
intertwines ��� � �� with the right regular representation of K in C�K�� hence maps into
C�K����� The space C�K���� �V� may be naturally identi�ed with a �nite dimensional
K�submodule of C�K 
K�� the latter being equipped with the diagonal K�action from
the right� Under this identi�cation the map S� corresponds with the restriction of the
map "�C�K 
K�� C�K� given by "���k� � ��k� k��

The map S � S� �S� g�
C
� V� � V�� is K�equivariant� We shall apply I � S to

both sides of the identity ������� Application of I � S� to the left�hand side yields �I �

S��� eF�� � �	�k� � eF�� � �Ad�k���Z�� which in turn equals LAd�k���ZF�� By application of
I � S� to the latter function we �nd

�I � S�� eF�� � �	�k� � LAd�k���ZF�� � ��k�

� LAd�k���ZE
��Q  �T  ��� � ��k�� ������

On the other hand
 from Lemma ��� we see that application of I � S to the expressions
on both sides of ������ yields

�I � S� eF� � E��Q  ��I�I�S	�I�d�Q�����	T  ��� ������

We observe that �I �S� � d�Q� �� �� is a linear map from C��K  �  ��� to C��K  �  ����
and claim that the following diagram commutes
 for every � � a�QqC �

C��K  �  ���
�I�S� �d�Q�����

����������� C��K  �  ����
� �

C��K  ���
����� �Z�

����������� C��K  ����

������

Here the vertical arrows represent the natural isomorphisms of Lemma ���� We denote
both of these isomorphisms by � 	� �
� It su�ces to prove the claim
 since its validity
implies that ������Z� maps C��K  ��� into C��K  ���� and that the expression on the
right�hand side of ������ equals the one on the right�hand side of ������� Combining this
with ������ we obtain �������

To see that the claim holds
 let � � C��K  �  ��� � �C��K  �� �V��K� The asso�
ciated element �
 � C��K  ��� is given by

�
�k� � ��k��e�� �k � K��

The element �I � S��d�Q� �� ��� of �C��K  ��� C�K���� �V�	K is given by

��I � S��d�Q� �� ���	�k��k�� � �d�Q� �� ����k�	�Ad�k��� �Z�

� �I � ������Ad�k
��
� �Z�	��k��

��



see ������� Hence
 the element �I � S�d�Q� �� ��� � �C��K  �� �V�� 	K is given by

�I � S�d�Q� �� ����k��k�� � �I � ������Ad�k
��
� �Z����k��k���

The natural isomorphism from �C��K  �� � V�� 	K onto C��K  ���� is induced by the
map I � e� where eV�� � C denotes evaluation at e �see ������� Hence


��I � S�d�Q� �� ����
�k� � ��I � ������Z���	�k��e� � �������Z��

	�k��

This establishes the claim� �

We shall apply the above result in combination with Proposition ��� to obtain the
assertion of Theorem ��� about �niteness� If H � a�QqC is a  r�Q��hyperplane
 we denote
by �H the shortest root of  r�Q� such that H is a translate of ���H�C � Thus
 h�H � � i
equals a constant c on H� we denote by lH the linear polynomial function h�H � � i� c� In
accordance with ���	
 Eqn� ���
 given a locally �nite collection H of  r�Q��hyperplanes in
a�QqC and a map dH � N� we de�ne
 for every bounded subset � of a�QqC � the polynomial
���d by

���d��� �
Y
H�H
H�� ��	

l
d�H�
H ������

Proposition ���� Let Q � P�� � � X�Q���ds� Then H�Q� �� is a locally �nite collection
of real  r�Q��hyperplanes� Moreover� there exists a map dH�Q� �� � N such that� for
every �nite dimensional unitary representation � of K� every T � �V ��� � C��K  �  � �
and every bounded open subset � � a�QqC � the C

��X  � ��valued function

� 	� ���d���E
��Q  �T  �� ������

is holomorphic on �� Here ���d is de�ned by ������ with H � H�Q� ���

Proof� Select any bounded open subset � � a�QqC � Let � � bK be a �nite set associated
with Q� ���� as in Proposition ���� According to ���	
 Prop� �����
 there exists a map
dH�Q� �� �� � N with the property that
 for every T � �V ��� � C��K  ���� the map
� 	� E�

��Q  �T  �� belongs to M�a�Qq�H�Q� �� ��� d� C
��X  ����� See ���	
 x �
 for the

de�nition of the latter space�
Let �
 � bK be an arbitrary �nite subset� Fix �� � �� Then by Proposition ��� there

exists k � N such that the map

M�  Uk�g�� C�K  ��� � C�K  ��K � u� � 	� ������u��

has image containing C�K  ���� for � � ��� On the other hand
 let �

 � bK be the

�nite collection of K�types occurring in � � �� with � � bK a K�type occurring in
the adjoint representation of K in Uk�g� and with � � �� Then the image of M� is
contained in C��K  ����� for all � � a�QqC � Let P������ denote the K�equivariant projection
from C�K  ����� onto C�K  ���� � Then P������ �M�� is surjective� Hence there exists a

��



�nite dimensional subspace E � Uk�g� � C�K  ��� such that R�  � P������ �M� jEE �
C�K  ���� is a bijection for � � ��� By continuity and �nite dimensionality
 there exists
an open neighborhood �� of �� in � such that R� is a bijection for all � � ��� By Cramer�s
rule
 the inverse S�  � R��� � Hom�C�K  ���� � E� depends holomorphically on � � ��� Let
�ui j � � i � I� be a basis of Uk�g� and ��j j � � j � J� a basis of C�K  ���� Then there
exist holomorphic �C��K  ���� 	��valued functions sij on ��� for � � i � I� � � j � J�
such that

S���� �
X
�
i
I
�
j
J

sij��� ��ui � �j � �� � ����

for � � C��K  ���� � Let � � C�K  ���� � Then � � P������ �M� �S����� hence

� �
X
i�j

sij��� ��P������������ui��j�

Let � � �V ���� Then it follows from the above by application of ������ and ������ that

���d���E
�
���Q  �	��  �� �

X
i�j

sij��� �����d���E
�
���Q  �	�P������������ui��j  ��

�
X
i�j

sij��� ���I � P�����������d���E
�
����Q  �	������ �ui��j  ��	�

Applying I � e � ����� and using Lemma ��� and Proposition ���� we infer that

���d���E
�
���Q  �	��  �  � ��e�

�
X
i�j

sij��� ��P�� ��������d���E
�
����Q  �	������ �ui��j  �  � ��e�	

�
X
i�j

sij��� ��P�� ����Lui ����d���E
�
��Q  �	��j  �  � ��e�	 ������

From this we conclude that the expression on the left�hand side of the above equation
depends holomorphically on � � ��� as a function with values in C��X�� Since �� was
arbitrary
 it follows that the expression on the left�hand side of ������ in fact depends
holomorphically on � � �� Hence
 every H � H�Q� �� �
� with H � � �� � must be
contained in H�Q� �� ��� This shows that the collection H�Q� �� is locally �nite� The
argument also shows that there exists a map dH�Q� �� � N such that the assertion of

the proposition holds for every � of the form � � ��� � with �
 � bK a �nite subset� The
general result now follows by application of the functorial property of Lemma ���� �

Corollary ���� Let dH�Q� �� � N be as in Proposition ��	�� Then� for every T �
�V ��� � C��K  ��K and every bounded open subset � � a�QqC � the function

� 	� ���d���JQ�����T �

extends to a holomorphic C��X��valued function on ��

��



Proof� This follows from Proposition ���� and the de�nition of JQ����� see ������� �

We can now �nally give the promised proof�

Proof of Theorem ���� The properties of H�Q� �� have been established in Proposition
���� and ������� Let � � a�QqC � That JQ���� is a g�equivariant map follows from formula
������ combinedwith formula ������ with k � e� It remains to establish theK�equivariance

of JQ����� Let � � bK be a �nite subset and let T � ��� � �V ����C��K  ����We denote
the natural isomorphism C��K  ��� � C��K  �  ��� of Lemma ��� by � � ��� Let
k� � K� Then one readily checks that � �������k�� � �I�S� � �� with S the endomorphism
ofV� � C�K��� given by restriction of the left translation Lk� � In particular
 S intertwines
�� � RjV�

with itself� By the identi�cation discussed in the text before ������ we have

��I�������k��	T � ��I��������k��	T

� ��I�I�S��I���T �

By Lemma ��� �a�
 combined with the identi�cation mentioned above
 the latter expres�
sion equals

�I � S���I���T � �I � S��T �

Applying Lemma ��� �b� we now �nd that

JQ������I � ������k��	T � � E�
��Q  ��I������ �k��	T  ��� � ��e�

� ��I � S	E�
��Q  �T  ��� � �	�e�

� E�
��Q  �T  ��� � ��k

��
� �

� Lk�JQ�����T �� �

� The Fourier transform

Let Q � P� and � � X�Q���ds� We will use the map JQ��� introduced in ������
 to de�ne a
�g�K��equivariant Fourier transform for functions from C�

c �X�K�
We de�ne the collection H��Q� �� of hyperplanes in a�QqC by

H��Q� ��� f�H j H � H�Q� ��g�

Since H�Q� �� is a locally �nite collection of real  r�Q��hyperplanes
 see Theorem ���
 the
same holds for H��Q� ��� It also follows from the mentioned theorem that �H��Q� �� is
disjoint from ia�Qq�

Since H�Q� �� consists of real  r�Q��hyperplanes
 every hyperplane of H�Q� �� is in�
variant under the complex conjugation 
 	� �
 in a�QqC � de�ned with respect to the real
form a�Qq� Hence
 H

��Q� �� � f� �H j H � H�Q� ��g� This justi�es the following de�nition�

��



Denition ��� Let f � C�
c �X�K� For � � a�QqC n �H

��Q� ��� the Fourier transform
�f�Q  �  �� is de�ned to be the element of �V ��� � C��K  ��K determined by

h �f �Q  �  �� jT i �

Z
X

f�x�JQ�������T ��x� dx� �����

for all T � �V ���� C��K  ��K�

Lemma ��� Let � � a�QqC n �H
��Q� ��� Then the map f 	� �f �Q  �  �� from C�

c �X�K
to �V ��� � C��K  ��K intertwines the �g�K��module structure on C��X�K coming from
the left regular representation with the �g�K��module structure on �V ��� � C��K  ��K
coming from � � �Q������

Proof� The spaces C�
c �X�K and �V ��� � C��K  �� are equipped with the natural L��

type inner products� The �rst of these inner products is equivariant for the �g�K��module
structure coming from the left regular representation� The second induces a sesquilinear
pairing of �V ����C��K  �� with itself that is equivariant for the �g�K��module structures
coming from � � �Q����� and � � �Q������ respectively� On the other hand
 it follows from

����� that the map f 	� �f�Q� �� �� is adjoint to the map JQ������� with respect to the given

inner products� Therefore
 the �g�K��intertwining property of f 	� �f �Q� �� �� follows by
transposition from the similar property for JQ������ asserted in Theorem ���� �

If dH�Q� ��� N is a map
 we de�ne the map d�H��Q� ��� N by d��H� � d��H��
for H � H��Q� ���

Lemma ��� Let d� d� be as above and let � � a�QqC be a bounded subset� Then

�����d����� � ����
N���d����� �� � a�QqC�� �����

with N �
P

H d�H�� for H � H�Q� v�� H � � �� ��

Proof� In the notation of the text preceding ������
 we have
 for H � H��Q� ���

lH����� � �h�H � ��i � cH � h��H � �i! c�H � �l�H���� �����

Moreover
 since H is real
 ��� � H �� � is equivalent to � � ��H� �� �� In view of the
de�nition in ������
 the identity ����� follows from ����� raised to the power d��H� �
d��H�� by taking the product over all H � H��Q� �� with � � ��H� �� �� �

Lemma ��� Let dH�Q� �� � N be as in Proposition ��	� and de�ne d�H��Q� ��� N
by d��H� � d��H�� Then� for every bounded open subset � � a�QqC � every �nite subset

� � bK and every f � C��X��� the function

� 	� ���d���� �f �Q� �� ��� �����

originally de�ned on � n �H��Q� ��� extends to a holomorphic �V ����C��K  ����valued
function on ��

��



Proof� Let f be �xed as above� It follows from Lemma ��� that the function ����� has
values in the �nite dimensional space �V ��� � C��K  ���� Hence
 it su�ces to establish
the holomorphic continuation of the function that results from ����� by taking the inner
product with a �xed element T from �V ��� � C��K  ���� In view of ����� the resulting
function equals

� 	� ���d����hf jJQ�������T �i � hf j�����d�����JQ�������T �i�

see Lemma ���� We may now apply Corollary ����
 with ��� in place of �� to �nish the
proof� �

The following result gives the connection between the present Fourier transform and
the spherical Fourier transform
 de�ned in ���	
 x ���

Lemma ��� Let � � bK be a �nite subset� let f � C��X�� and let F � ���f� �
C��X  ��� be the corresponding spherical function� see Lemma ��� Let FQF be the
���spherical Fourier transform of F� Then� for every T � �V ��� � C��K  ����

h �f�Q  �  �� jT i � hFQF ��� j�T i� �� � a�QqC n �H
��Q� ����

Proof� It follows from ����� and ������ that

h �f��Q  �  �� jT i �

Z
X

f�x�E�
��Q  �T  �����x��e� dx�

One may now proceed as in ��	
 p� ���
 proof of Prop� �
 displayed equations
 but in
reversed order� �

	 A direct integral

In this section we assume that Q � P� and � � X�Q���ds are �xed� We will de�ne and study
a direct integral representation �Q�� that will later appear as a summand in the Plancherel
decomposition�

We equip
H�Q� ��� �V ��� � L��K  �� �����

with the tensor product Hilbert structure and the natural structure of K�module� More�
over
 we de�ne

L��Q� ��� L��ia�Qq� H�Q� ��� �W  W �
Q	 d�Q��

the space of square integrable functions ia�Qq � H�Q� ��� equipped with the natural L��
Hilbert structure associated with the indicated measure� Recall that d�Q is Lebesgue
measure on ia�Qq� normalized as in ���	
 end of x ��

By unitarity of the representations �Q����� for � � ia�Qq� the prescription

��Q���x������� �I � �Q������x�	����� �� � L��Q� ��� x � G��

de�nes a homomorphism �Q�� from G into the group U�L��Q� ��� of unitary transforma�
tions of L��Q� ���

��



Lemma 
�� The homomorphism �Q��G� U�L��Q� ��� is a unitary representation of G
in L��Q� ���

Remark 
�� It follows from the result above that �Q�� provides a realization of the
following direct integral

�Q�� �

Z �

ia�
Qq

I�V ��� � �Q����� �W W �
Q	 d�Q����

For the proof of Lemma ��� it is convenient to de�ne a dense subspace of L��Q� �� by

L�
��Q� ��� Cc�ia

�
Qq� �V ��� � C��K  ���� �����

This space is equipped with a locally convex topology in the usual way� Thus
 if A � ia�Qq
is compact
 let L�

�A�Q� �� denote the space CA�ia�Qq� �V ��� � C��K  ��� of continuous
functions from ����� with support contained in A� This space is equipped with the Fr�echet
topology determined by the seminorms

� 	� sup
��A

s�������

where s ranges over the continuous seminorms on �V ��� � C��K  ��� Moreover


L�
��Q� �� � �A L�

�A�Q� ��

is equipped with the direct limit locally convex topology� Thus topologized
 L�
��Q� �� is a

complete locally convex space�

Lemma 
��

�a� The space L�
��Q� �� is G�invariant�

�b� The restriction of �Q�� to L�
��Q� �� is a smooth representation of G� Moreover� if

� � L�
��Q� �� and u � U�g�� then �Q���u�� is given by

��Q���u��	��� � �I � �Q������u�	 ����� �����

Proof� Let A � ia�Qq be compact� Then it is a straightforward consequence of the
de�nition that the space L�

�A�Q� �� is G�invariant� In particular
 this implies �a��
For �b� it su�ces to prove that the restriction of �Q�� to L�

�A�Q� �� is smooth and that
����� holds for � � L�

�A�Q� ���
Let � � L�

�A�Q� ��� We consider the function #A
G
K � �V ��� �H�
� de�ned by

#��� x� k�� �I � evk	���Q���x��	���� � �I � evk�Q������x�	�����

��



where evk denotes the map C��K  ���H�
� induced by evaluation in k�We recall that

the multiplication map NQ
AQ
exp�mQ�p�
K � G is a di�eomorphism� Accordingly

we write

x � nQ�x�aQ�x�mQ�x�kQ�x�� �x � G�� �����

where �Q� aQ� mQ and kQ are smooth maps from G into NQ� AQ� exp�mQ � p� and KQ�
respectively� Applying ����� with kx in place of x� we �nd that

#��� x� k� � aQ�kx�
���
Q��mQ�kx������ kQ�kx���

From this expression we see that the function # is continuous
 and smooth in the variables
�x� k�� Moreover
 for every C� di�erential operator D on G 
K� the �V ��� �H�

� �valued
function

��� x� k� 	� D�#���	�x� k�

is continuous� This implies that the CA�ia�Qq� �V ��� � C��K  ����valued function x 	�
#��� x� �� is smooth on G� hence � is a smooth vector for �Q��� Let D be any C� di�erential
operator on G and let � � A� Then evaluation in � induces a continuous linear operator
L�
�A �

�V ��� �C��K  ��� Hence
 for all x � G�

D��Q��� � ��	�x���� � D�ev���Q��� � ���	�x� � D��Q������ � �������x��

Applying this with D � Ru and x � e we obtain ������ �

Proof of Lemma 
��� Put � � �Q��� It su�ces to show that the map G 
 L��Q� ���
L��Q� ��� �x� �� 	� ��x�� is continuous� Since � is a homomorphism from the group G
into U�L��Q� ���� it su�ces to show that for any �xed � � L��Q� �� we have

lim
xe

��x�� � � in L��Q� ��� �����

Moreover
 again because � maps into U�L��Q� ���� it su�ces to prove ����� for � in a
dense subspace of L��Q� ��� Let � � L�

��Q� ��� Then ��x��� � in L�
��Q� ��� as x� e� by

Lemma ���� By continuity of the inclusion map L�
��Q� �� �� L��Q� ��� this implies ������

�

We end this section by establishing some other useful properties of the invariant sub�
space L�

��Q� ��� If � � bK� then one readily veri�es that

L�
��Q� ��� � Cc�ia

�
Qq�

�V ��� � C��K  ����� �����

The space of K��nite vectors in L�
��Q� �� equals the union of the spaces ����� as � ranges

over the collection of �nite subsets of bK� The natural U�g��module structure of L�
��Q� ��K

is given by formula ������

Lemma 
�� Let ���W � be a continuous representation of G in a complete locally convex
space� and let U be a dense G�invariant subspace of W� If U is contained in W� then it
is dense in W� for the C��topology�

��



Remark 
�� For W a Banach space
 this result is Thm� ��� of ���	� The following proof
is an adaptation of the proof given in the mentioned paper�

Proof� Replacing U by its closure in W� if necessary
 we may as well assume that U is
closed in W�� Fix a choice dg of Haar measure on G� If � � C�

c �G�� then the map

�����

Z
G

��g���g� dg

is continuous linear from W to W�� as can be seen from a straightforward estimation�
Moreover
 since U is closed in W�� the map ���� maps U into itself� Let W� be the
collection of vectors inW� of the form ����w�� with � � C�

c �G� and w� � W�� ThenW�

is dense inW��Hence
 it su�ces to show thatW� is contained in U� Selectw� � W� and let
N� be an open neighborhood of � in W�� Then it su�ces to show that U � �w�!N�� �� ��

Write w� � ����w�� with w� � W� and � � C�
c �G�� By the mentioned continuity of

����� there exists an open neighborhood N� of � in W such that ����N� � N�� By density
of U in W 
 the intersection U � �w� !N�� is non�empty� Hence


� � �����U � �w� !N��	

� U � �����w� !N��

� U � �w� !N��� �

Lemma 
�� The space L�
��Q� ��K is dense in L��Q� ��� with respect to the natural

Fr�echet topology of the latter space�

Proof� The inclusion map jL�
��Q� �� � L��Q� �� is continuous
 intertwines the G�

actions and has dense image� From Lemma ��� it follows that L�
��Q� ��

� � L�
��Q� ���

By equivariance of j it follows that L�
��Q� �� is contained in L��Q� ���� By application of

Lemma ��� we see that L�
��Q� �� is dense in L��Q� ���� The conclusion now follows since

L�
��Q� ��K is dense in L�

��Q� ��� �


 Decomposition of the regular representation

Up till now
 for Q � P�� the expression � � X�Q���ds meant
 by abuse of language
 that � is
an irreducible unitary representation ofMQ with equivalence class ��	 contained in X�Q���ds�
From now on it will be convenient to distinguish between representations and their classes�
For everyQ � P� and all � � X�Q���ds we select an irreducible unitary representation � � ��
in a Hilbert space H� � H�� with ��	 � �� Moreover
 we put H�Q���� H�Q� ���� see
������

For � � bK a �nite subset
 let X�Q���ds��� denote the collection of � � X
�
Q���ds that have

a KQ�type in common with ���

��



Lemma ��� Let Q � P� and let � � bK be a �nite subset� Then X�Q���ds��� is �nite�
Moreover�

A��Q���� � ���X�
Q���ds���

A��Q������

where the direct sum is �nite and orthogonal�

Proof� The collection X�Q���ds��� is �nite by Lemma ���
 applied to the spaces XQ�v�
for v � QW� Put � � �� and �x v � QW� We note that A��Q� v  �Q�� � � for � �
X�Q���ds���nM

�
vHv���ds��Q�� by Remark ���
 with XQ�v� �Q in place of X� ��Moreover
 by the

same remark

A��XQ�v  �Q� � ���X�

Q���ds���
A��XQ�v  �Q���

with orthogonal summands� The result now follows by summation over v � QW� in view
of �����
 and ���	
 Eqn� ������� �

Lemma ��� Let Q � P�� � � bK a �nite subset and � � X�Q���ds� Then H�Q���� �� � if
and only if � � X�Q���ds����

Proof� We have that H�Q���� � �V �Q� ����L
��K  ����� with non�trivial �rst component

in the tensor product� Hence
 H�Q���� is non�trivial if and only if L��K  ���� is� Since
L��K  ��� is the representation space for Ind

K
KQ
����� the assertion follows by Frobenius

reciprocity� �

If Q � P�� we de�ne the Hilbert space

H�Q�� b���X�
Q���ds

H�Q���� �����

where the hat over the direct sum symbol indicates that the natural Hilbert space com�
pletion of the algebraic direct sum is taken� Let � � bK be a �nite subset� In view of
Lemmas ��� and ��� it follows that we may de�ne a map

$� � $Q�� H�Q�� � A��Q����

as the direct sum of the isometries T 	� �T  H�Q���� � A��Q������ for � � X�Q���ds����
see ������� The following result is immediate�

Lemma ��� $� is an isometric isomorphism from H�Q�� onto A��Q�����

If f � C�
c �X�K then for Q � P�� � � X�Q���ds and � � ia�Qq we de�ne the Fourier

transform �f�Q  �  �� � �V ����� C��K  ���K by

�f�Q  �  ��� �f�Q  ��  ���

This de�nition is justi�ed since it follows from ������ that � �� �H��Q� ���

��



Proposition ��� Let � � bK be a �nite set of K�types� let f � C�
c �X�� and let F �

���f� � C�
c �X  ��� be the associated spherical function� see Lemma ��� Then for each

Q � P� and every � � ia�Qq�

FQF ��� �
X

��X�
Q���ds

� f�Q �� ��� in A��Q����� �����

If �f�Q  �  �� is non�zero� then � � X�Q���ds���� in particular� the above sum is �nite�
Finally�

kFQF ���k
� �

X
��X�

Q���ds

k �f�Q  �  ��k��V �����L��K � ���
�

Proof� It follows from Lemma ��� that �f�Q  �  �� is an element of H�Q����� for every
� � X�Q���ds� Hence
 if this element is non�zero
 then � belongs to the �nite set X

�
Q���ds����

The identity ����� follows from Lemma ���
 since $� is a surjective isometry� The �nal
assertion follows by once more using that $� is an isometry� �

The following result will turn out to be the Plancherel identity for K��nite functions�
We recall from ���	
 Def� ����
 that two parabolic subgroups P�Q � P� are said to be
associated if their ��split components aPq and aQq are conjugate under W� The equiv�
alence relation of associatedness on P� is denoted by � � Let P� � P� be a choice of
representatives for P�� � � If Q � P�� then W �

Q denotes the normalizer of aQq in W�

Theorem ��� Let f � C�
c �X�K� Then

kfk�� �
X
Q�P�

X
��X�

Q���ds

�W W �
Q	

Z
ia�
Qq

k �f�Q  �  ��k� d�Q����

Proof� This follows from ���	
 Thm� ����
 combined with Proposition ���� �

Our next goal is to show that the above indeed corresponds with a direct integral
decomposition for the left regular representation L of G in L��X��

Let Q � P�� For � � X�Q���ds� the direct integral representation �Q�� � �Q��� of G in
L��Q���� L��Q� ��� is unitary
 see Lemma ���� We de�ne

L��Q�� b���X�
Q���ds

L��Q���� �����

where the hat over the direct sum sign has the same meaning as in ������ We note that
L��Q� is naturally isometrically isomorphic with the Hilbert space of H�Q��valued L��
functions on ia�Qq� relative to the measure �W  W �

Q	 d�Q� Let �Q be the associated direct
sum of the representations �Q��� Then �Q is a unitary representation of G in L��Q��

Finally
 we de�ne
L� � �Q�P� L��Q� �����

��



and equip it with the direct sum inner product� The direct sum being �nite
 L� be�
comes a Hilbert space in this way� The associated direct sum � � �Q�P��Q is a unitary
representation of G in L��

For Q � P� and � � X�Q���ds we denote the natural inclusion map L��Q��� � L� by
iQ��� its adjoint prQ��L

� � L��Q��� is the natural projection map� If � � L�� we denote
its component prQ��� � L��Q  �� by ��Q  �  � �� Thus


k�k�L� �
X
Q�P�

X
��X�

Q���ds

�W W �
Q	

Z
ia�
Qq

k��Q  �  ��k� d�Q�

It follows from Theorem ��� that the Fourier transform �f of an element f � C�
c �X�K

belongs to L�� Moreover

kfkL��X� � k �fkL��

Theorem ��� The map f 	� �f has a unique extension to a continuous linear map
FL��X�� L�� The map F is isometric and intertwines the G�representations �L�L��X��
and ���L���

Proof� The �rst two assertions are obvious from the discussion preceding the theorem�
It remains to prove the intertwining property� Fix Q � P� and � � X�Q���ds� then it su�ces
to prove that FQ�� � prQ�� �F intertwines L with �Q��� We will do this in a number of
steps� For convenience
 we write � � ���

Lemma ��� Let f � C�
c �X��

�a� If k � K� then FQ���Lkf� � �Q���k�FQ��f�

�b� If u � U�g�� then
hFQ���Luf� j�i � hFQ���f� j��%u��i �����

for all � � L��Q�����

Proof� We �rst assume that f is K��nite� Assertion �a� is an immediate consequence of
the K�equivariance asserted in Lemma ����

In view of Lemma ��� it su�ces to prove assertion �b� for � � L�
��Q���� In view of

Lemma ��� we may as well assume that u � X � g� Then the expression on the left�hand
side of ����� equals Z

ia�
Qq

h�LXf���Q  �  �� j����iH�Q��� d�Q����

The integrand is continuous and compactly supported as a function of �� By the g�
equivariance asserted in Lemma ��� and unitarity of the representations �Q����� for all

��



� � ia�Qq� we see that the integral equalsZ
ia�
Qq

h �f �Q  �  �� j �I � �Q������ %X�	����i d�Q���

�

Z
ia�
Qq

h �f�Q  �  �� j ��Q��� %X��	���i d�Q����

see also Lemma ���� The expression on the right�hand side of the latter equality equals
the one on the right�hand side of ������ This establishes the result for f in the dense
subspace C�

c �X�K of C�
c �X�� The idea is to extend the result by an argument involving

continuity�
For assertion �a� we proceed as follows� Fix k � K� Then the map f 	� Lkf is

continuous from C�
c �X� to L��X�� Since FQ�� is continuous L��X� � L��Q���� by the

�rst part of the proof of Theorem ���
 whereas �Q�� is a unitary representation
 it follows
that both f 	� FQ��Lkf and f 	� �Q���k�FQ��f are continuous maps from C�

c �X� to
L��Q���� Hence
 �a� follows by continuity and density�

Finally
 for the proof of �b� we �x u � U�g� and � � L��Q����� Then the map
f 	� Luf is continuous from C�

c �X� to L
��X�� whereas FQ�� is continuous from L��X� to

L��Q��� as said above� It follows that the inner product on the left�hand side of �����
depends continuous linearly on f � C�

c �X�� Since �Q���%u�� is a �xed element of L
��Q����

the same holds for the inner product on the right�hand side of ������ Thus
 �b� follows by
continuity and density from the similar statement for K��nite functions� �

Lemma ��
 Let f � C�
c �X�� Then

FQ���Lxf� � �Q���x�FQ���f�

for all x � G�

Proof� By Lemma ��� �a� it su�ces to prove the identity for x in the connected component
of G containing e� Hence it su�ces to establish the identity for x � exp�g��Write � � �Q��
and �x X � g� Then it su�ces to show that ��exp tX���FQ���Lexp tXf� is a constant
function of t � R with value FQ���f�� For this it su�ces to show that
 for every � �
L��Q����� the function

# t 	� h��exp tX���FQ���Lexp tXf� j�i

is di�erentiable with derivative zero� We observe that

#�t� � hFQ���Lexp tXf� j��exp tX��i�

The L��X��valued function t 	� Lexp tXf is C� on R� with derivative t 	� LXLexp tXf�
Moreover
 since � is a smooth vector
 the L��Q����valued function t 	� ��exp tX�� is

��



also C� on R� with derivative t 	� ��X���exp tX�� By continuity of FQ�� and the inner
product on L��Q���� it follows that #�t� is C� with derivative given by

#
�t� � hFQ���LXLexp tXf� j��exp tX��i ! hFQ���Lexp tXf� j��X���exp tX��i�

The latter expression equals zero by Lemma ��� �b�
 applied with Lexp tXf and ��exp tX��
in place of f and �� respectively� �

End of proof of Theorem ���� In the beginning of the proof of the theorem
 we
established that FQ�� is a continuous linear map from L��X� to L��Q���� By density of
C�
c �X�K in L��X� and continuity of the representations L and �Q��� the G�equivariance

of FQ�� follows from Lemma ���� �

Let Q � P� and let � � bK be a �nite subset� We recall from ���	
 Thm� ����
 that the
spherical Fourier transform FQ associated with � � ��� originally de�ned as a continuous
linear map C�X  ���� S�ia�Qq��A��Q����� has a unique extension to a continuous linear
map L��X  ��� � L��ia�Qq� � A��Q����� denoted by the same symbol� For application in
the next section
 we state the relation between the extended spherical Fourier transform
FQ and F in a lemma� Let prQ denote the projection operator L� � L��Q� associated
with the decomposition ������

Lemma ��� Let Q � P� and let � � bK be a �nite subset� Let f � L��X�� and let
F � ���f� � L��X  ��� be the associated spherical function� see Lemma ��� Then

FQF ��� � $Q���prQ �Ff����� �����

for almost all � � ia�Qq� Here $Q�� is the isometry of Lemma ���

Proof� For f � C�
c �X�� we have prQ �Ff��� � �f �Q  �  ��� so that ����� follows from

����� and the de�nition of $Q�� before Lemma ���� The general result follows from this by
density of C�

c �X�� in L
��X�� and continuity of the maps FQ � �� and �I �$Q��� �prQ �F

from L��X�� to L��ia�Qq��A��Q����� see ���	
 Thm� ����
 and Lemmas ���
 ��� and Theorem
���� �

�� The Plancherel decomposition

Our goal in this section is to establish the Plancherel decomposition� For this we need
to characterize the image of the transform F� de�ned in the previous section� To achieve
this we shall �rst decompose F into pieces corresponding with the parabolic subgroups
from P��

Let Q � P�� For � � bK a �nite subset
 we de�ned in ���	
 text before Thm� ����
 a
subspace CQ�X  ��� of C�X  ���� as the image of the wave packet transform JQ� In ���	

text before Cor� ����
 we de�ned L�

Q�X  ��� as the closure of CQ�X  ��� in L��X  ����
Accordingly
 we denote by L�

Q�X�� the canonical image of L
�
Q�X  ��� in L

��X��� cf� Lemma

��



���� Finally
 we denote by L�
Q�X� the L

��closure of the union of such spaces for all �� Then
it follows from ���	
 Cor� ����
 that

L��X� � �Q�P� L�
Q�X�� ������

with orthogonal K�invariant direct summands�

Lemma ���� Let Q � P�� The space L�
Q�X� is G�invariant� Moreover� F maps L�

Q�X�
into L��Q��

Proof� We shall �rst prove the second assertion� Fix P � P�� P �� Q and assume that
� � bK is a �nite subset� Then it follows from ���	
 Cor� ���� and Thm� ���� �c�
 that
FP � � on L�

Q�X  ���� In view of Lemma ��� this implies that prP �F�f� � � for every
f � L�

Q�X��� here prP denotes the orthogonal projection L� � L��P �� By density of
L�
Q�X�K in L�

Q�X� and continuity of the map prP �FL��X� � L��P �� see Theorem ���

it follows that prP �F vanishes on L�

Q�X�� for every P � P� n fQg� The second assertion
now follows by orthogonality of the decomposition ������

Since F is an isometry
 its adjoint F� is surjective from L� onto L��X��Moreover
 since
F is compatible with the decompositions ������ and �����
 it follows by orthogonality of
the mentioned decompositions that

L�
Q�X� � F��L��Q���

By G�equivariance of F and unitarity of the representations L and �� the map F� is
G�equivariant� If follows that L�

Q�X� is G�invariant� �

We denote by FQ the restriction of F to L
�
Q�X�� viewed as a map into L

��Q��

Corollary ���� The map F is the direct sum of the maps FQ� for Q � P��

If H is a Hilbert space
 we denote by End�H� the space of continuous linear endo�
morphisms of H� equipped with the operator norm� By U�H� we denote the subspace of
unitary endomorphisms� If P � P�� we de�ne W �aPq� � W �aPq j aPq� as in ���	
 x ��
Then by ���	
 Cor� ���


W �aPq� � W �
P�WP � ������

Proposition ���� For each s � W �aQq� there exists a measurable map CQ�s ia�Qq �
End�H�Q��� which is almost everywhere uniquely determined� such that � 	� kCQ�s���k is
essentially bounded� and such that for every f � C�

c �X��

FQf�s�� � CQ�s���FQf���� ������

for almost all � � ia�Qq� For almost every � � ia�Qq the map CQ�s��� is unitary� Moreover�
for all s� t � W �aQq��

CQ�st��� � CQ�s�t�� �CQ�t���� ������

In particular� CQ����� � I and CQ�s����� � CQ�s���s��� for all s � W �aQq��

��



For Q minimal this result is part of Prop� ���� in ��	� In the present more general set�
ting
 we initially reason in a similar way� For � � ia�Qq a measurable subset
 we denote by
L�
��Q� the closed G�invariant subspace of L

��Q� consisting of square integrable functions
ia�Qq � H�Q� that vanish almost everywhere outside �� The orthogonal projection onto
this subspace is denoted by � 	� ���

The uniqueness statement of Proposition ���� follows from the following lemma
 which
generalizes ��	
 Lemma ����� We denote by a�regQq the collection of elementsH � a�Qq whose
parabolic equivalence class relative to �a�q� � is open in a�Qq� The set a

�reg
Qq consists of

�nitely many connected components
 called chambers� The group W �aQq� acts freely
 but
in general not transitively
 on the collection of chambers� therefore
 there exists an open
and closed fundamental domain for W �aQq� in a�regQq �

Lemma ���� Let � � ia�regQq be an open and closed fundamental domain for W �aQq��
Then f 	� �prQFf�� maps C�

c �X� onto a dense subspace of L�
��Q�� and C�

c �X�� onto a

dense subspace of L�
��Q��� for every �nite set � � bK�

Proof� The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma ���� of ��	� Fix a �nite subset � � K�
then it su�ces to prove the statement about C�

c �X��� by density of the K��nite vectors�
Let T � L�

��Q��� and suppose that hprQFf jT i � � for all f � C�
c �X��� Then it su�ces

to show that T � �� Put T ��� �
P

� T ��  �� with T ��  �� � H�Q����� Note that this
sum is �nite by Lemmas ��� and ���� Let � � ��� then �T �� ��� � A��Q�� ��We put

$���� $��T ���� �
X

��X�
Q���ds

�T �� ��� � A��Q�� ��

Note that for Q minimal
 the constants d� that occur in ��	 are absent here
 see Remark
���� Let F � C�

c �X  � �� and let f � F � � ��e�� then f � C�
c �X�� and F � ���f�� see

Lemma ���� Moreover
 as in ��	
 proof of Lemma ����


hFQF j$i � h �f �Q� jT i � hprQFf jT i � �� ������

Let the space �L��ia�Qq� � A��Q�� �	W �aQq� be de�ned as in ���	
 text before Cor� ����� It
follows from the de�nition of this space that the restriction map � 	� �j� is a bijection
from it onto L�����A��Q�� ��

The image of C�
c �X  � � under FQ is dense in the space �L��ia�Qq� � A��Q�� �	W �aQq��

by ���	
 Thm� ���� �c�� Combining this with ������ we see that $ is perpendicular to
the mentioned space� Since $ � � outside �� we infer that $j� is perpendicular to
L�����A��Q�� ��We conclude that $� hence T� is zero� �

Proof of Proposition ����� We �x a �nite subset � � bK and put � � ���We will �rst
prove that there exists a measurable map CQ�s�� ia�Qq � End�H�Q���� such that ������ is
valid with CQ�s�� in place of CQ�s� for every f � C�

c �X��� We de�ne

CQ�s����� � $
��
� �C�

QjQ�s  �� �$�� ������

��



where $� is the isometry from H�Q�� onto A��Q�� � de�ned in the text preceding Lemma
��� and where the C�function is de�ned as in ���	
 Def� ����
 with � � ��� We note that
the End�H�Q����valued function CQ�s�� is analytic on ia�Qq� by ���	
 Cor� ����� It follows
from Lemma ��� combined with the Maass�Selberg relations for the C�function
 see ���	

Thm� ����
 that CQ�s����� maps H�Q�� unitarily into itself
 for � � ia�Qq� From ������ and
���	
 Lemma ���� with P � R � Q� we deduce that ������ is valid with everywhere the
index � added�

In view of Lemma ����
 the function CQ�s�� is uniquely determined by the requirements

in the beginning of this proof� If �
 � bK is a second �nite subset with � � �
� let i����
denote the inclusion map H�Q�� � H�Q���� and let pr���� denote the orthogonal projection
H�Q��� � H�Q��� Then it follows from the uniqueness that

pr���� �CQ�s������ � i���� � CQ�s������

for every � � ia�Qq� By unitarity of the endomorphisms CQ�s����� and CQ�s������ this implies
that CQ�s������ leaves the subspace H�Q�� of H�Q��� invariant
 and equals CQ�s����� on it�
Thus
 we may de�ne the endomorphism CQ�s��� of h�Q� by requiring it to be equal to

CQ�s����� on h�Q��� for every �nite subset � � bK� The endomorphism de�ned depends
measurably on � has essentially bounded norm and satis�es ������� We asserted already
that it is uniquely determined by these properties
 in view of Lemma ����� The remaining
asserted properties of CQ�s��� follow from the discussion above� �

Lemma ���� Let Q � P� and let � be an open and closed fundamental domain for
the W �aQq��action in ia�regQq � Then the map f 	� jW �aQq�j����FQf�� de�nes an isometric
isomorphism from L�

Q�X� onto L��Q��� intertwining the restriction of L to L�
Q�X� with

the direct integral representation

b���X�Q���ds

Z �

�

��V �Q��� � �Q����� �W W �
Q	 d�Q���� ������

of G in L��Q���

Proof� In view of Theorem ��� and Lemma ����
 the map FQ is an isometry from
L�
Q�X� into L��Q�� intertwining the restriction of L to L�

Q�X� with �Q � �jL��Q�� The
map � 	� �� from L��Q� to L��Q�� intertwines �Q with the direct integral ������� Thus

it remains to show that the map T  f 	� jW �aQq�j����FQf�� from L�

Q�X� to L��Q�� is
isometric and onto�

To establish the �rst property
 we note that
 for f � L�
Q�X� and s � W �aQq��

kFQf�s��k � kCQ�s���FQf���k � kFQf���k�

for almost every � � ia�Qq� by Proposition ����� Hence


kfk�� � kFfk�L� � kFQfk
�
L��Q�

��



�

Z
ia�
Qq

kFQf���k
� �W W �

Q	 d�Q���

�
X

s�W �aQq�

Z
�

kFQf�s��k
� �W W �

Q	 d�Q���

� jW �aQq�j

Z
�

kFQf���k
� �W W �

Q	 d�Q����

It follows that T is an isometry� On the other hand
 T has dense image in view of Corollary
���� and Lemma ����� We conclude that T is surjective� �

We shall now investigate irreducibility and equivalence of the occurring representations
�Q�����

Lemma ���� Let � � X�ds� Then � has a real in�nitesimal Z�g��character in the following
sense� Let j be a Cartan subalgebra of g� W �j� the Weyl group of the root system  �j�
of jC in gC � Let �'	 � j�

C
�W �j� be the in�nitesimal character of �� Then h' � �i is real for

every � �  �j��

Proof� Let b a 	�stable Cartan subspace of q� let  �b� be the root system of b in gC � W �b�
the associated Weyl group and I�b� the algebra ofW �b��invariants in S�b�� the symmetric
algebra of bC � Let �b D �X� � I�b� be the associated Harish�Chandra isomorphism� Let
L��X�� be de�ned as in ����� with � in place of �� We may �x a non�zero simultanous
eigenfunction f for D �X� in �L��X��	�� Let 
 � b�

C
be such that Df � �b�D  
�f for

D � D �X�� Then in particular
 for each element Z of Z� the center of U�g��

RZf � �b�Z  
�f� ������

On the other hand
 RZf � L �Zf may be expressed in terms of the in�nitesimal character
of � as follows� Let j be a 	�stable Cartan subalgebra of g� containing b� let  �j� and W �j�
be as in the lemma
 and let I�j� denote the algebra of W �j��invariants in S�j��We denote
the canonical isomorphism Z� I�j� by �j� Let ' � jC be as in the lemma
 then

RZf � L �Zf � �j� %Z  '�f � �j�Z  �'�f� ������

From ������ and ������ we obtain that

�j�Z  �'� � �b�Z  
�� �Z � Z�� �������

Let l be the centralizer of b in g� let  �lC � j� be the root system of j in lC �  ��lC � j� a choice
of positive roots and l � j�

C
the associated half sum of the positive roots� By a standard

computation in the universal enveloping algebra
 involving the de�nitions of �j and �b�
it follows that �b�Z  
� � �j�Z  
 � l�� for all Z � Z� Combining this with ������� we
obtain that �' and 
 � l are W �j��conjugate�

Now h
 � �i is real
 for each � �  �b�� by ���	
 see also ���	
 Thm� ����� It readily
follows that ' is real� �

��



The following result is due to F� Bruhat ���	 for minimal parabolic subgroups and to
Harish�Chandra in general� A proof is essentially given in ���	�

Theorem ���� For j � �� �� let Pj � MjAjNj be a parabolic subgroup of G� with the
indicated Langlands decomposition� Moreover� let �j be an irreducible unitary represen�
tation of Mj with real in�nitesimal character and let �j � ia�j be regular with respect to

the roots of aj in Pj � Let �j denote the unitarily induced representation IndGPj ��j��j����

�a� The representation �j is irreducible� for j � �� ��

�b� The representations �� and �� are equivalent if and only if the data �aj� �j� ��j	�� for
j � �� �� are conjugate under K� The latter condition means that there exists k � K
such that Ad�k�a� � a�� �� �Ad�k��� � �� and �k� � ��� where �k�  � ���k��� � �k�jM�

�

Proof� Taking into account the actions of the centers of Mj and G� one readily checks
that it su�ces to prove this result for G connected semisimple and with �nite center�
Thus
 let us assume this to be the case�

Assertion �a� follows from ���	
 Thm� ����� Thus
 it remains to prove assertion �b��
We �rst establish the �if� part� If in addition to the hypothesis
 P� � kP�k

��� then the
equivalence of ��� �� is a trivial consequence of conjugating all induction data� Thus
 by
applying conjugation we may reduce to the case that a� � a�� �� � �� and �� � ��� Then
P� and P� have the same split component� It now follows from ���	
 Prop� ��� �v�
 that
there exists a unitary intertwining operator from �� onto ��� Hence �� � ���

We shall now prove the �only� if part� Assume that �� � ��� By conjugating all
induction data of �� with an element of K� we see that we may restrict ourselves to the
situation that P� and P� contain a �xed minimal parabolic subgroup P� of G� with split
component A�� In particular
 aj � a� for j � �� �� It now follows from ���	
 p� ��
 text
under the heading �Equivalence�
 that there exists a k � NK�a�� such that Ad�k�a� � a�
and �� �Ad�k��� � ��� Conjugating all data of �� with k we see that we may as well
assume that a� � a� and �� � ��� Moreover
 applying ���	
 Prop� ��� �v�
 as in the �rst
part of this proof we see that in addition we may assume that P� � P��We now claim that
�� � ��� This assertion is essentially proved in ���	
 proof of Thm� ����
 but not explicitly
stated as a result� We shall indicate how to modify the mentioned proof� We use the
notation of ���	� In particular
 �j � ��j� We follow the proof of ���	
 Thm� ����
 after
the heading �equivalence�
 but with P� � P� � P and �� � �� � �� From i���� ���� � � it
follows
 by application of ���	
 Thm� ����
 that

�M ���
� � �E�

�
��E�

�


�
 � C 
��

�P�P �

has positive dimension� Now M
���
� equals C��P �� equipped with the left times right

action of P �see ���	
 Eqn� ������� Hence the above space is naturally isomorphic with the
space of diag�P 
 P ��invariants in �E�

�
��E�

�


�
 which in turn is naturally isomorphic with

HomP �E�
� � E

�
�� � HomM����� ����� It follows that the latter space is non�trivial
 hence

��� � ���� since the representations involved are irreducible� �

��



Proposition ���
 For j � �� �� let Qj � P�� �j � M�
Qj �H

� �j � ia�regQj q
� Then the rep�

resentations �j � �Qj��j ��j are irreducible� Moreover� they are equivalent if and only if
Q� � Q� and there exists s � W �aQ�q� such that �� � s�� and �� � s���

Proof� Put �j � ��j and Q � Q�� There exists v � QW� such that �� belongs to
the discrete series of MQ�MQ � vHv��� It follows from Lemma ���� that �� has a real
in�nitesimal character for the center of U�mQ�� A similar statement holds for Q�� ���

If � is a root of aQ in Q� then its restriction �q to aQq belongs to  r�Q�� Moreover

h� � ��i � h�jaQq � ��i �� �� Thus
 it follows that �� is regular with respect to the aQ�roots
in Q� A similar statement holds for ���

Thus
 Theorem ���� is applicable and we conclude that �� and �� are irreducible�
Assume that �� � ��� Then by Theorem ���� �b� we conclude that there exists k � K

such that Ad�k�a� � a�� �� �Ad�k�
�� � �� and �k� � ��� Since ��j � ��j� for j � �� �� it

follows by application of � that also �� �Ad��k��� � ��� We infer that Ad���k���k����

centralizes ��� hence belongs to the centralizerM�Q of aQq� by regularity of ��� The men�
tioned element therefore centralizes aQ� from which we see that Ad�k� � Ad��k� on aQ�
This implies that � �Ad�k� � Ad�k� �� on aQ� hence Ad�k� maps aQq onto aQ�q� We
conclude that Q� and Q� are associated
 hence equal� Put Q � Q� � Q��

It follows from the above that Ad�k� normalizes aQq� Hence
 s � Ad�k�jaQq belongs to
W �aQq�� see ���	
 x �� Finally
 it follows that s�� � �� and s���	 � ��k� 	 � ���	� �

Theorem ���� Let� for each Q � P� an open and closed fundamental domain �Q for
the action of W �aQq� on ia�regQq be given� The Fourier transform F induces the following
Plancherel decomposition of the regular representation L of G in L��X�

L � �Q�P�
b���X�

Q���ds

Z �

�Q

��V �Q��� � �Q���� jW jjWQj
�� d�Q���� �������

and

kfk� �
X
Q�P�

X
��X�

Q���ds

Z �

�Q

kFQf��  ���k
� jW jjWQj

�� d�Q���� �������

for every f � L��X�� In particular� for each Q � P� and every � � X�Q���ds� the induced
representation �Q���� occurs with multiplicity mQ�� � dim �V �Q���� for almost every � �
�Q�

Proof� The fact that F induces the isometric isomorphism of L with the direct integral
as expressed by ������� and ������� follows from Lemma ���� applied to ��Q in place of
�� combined with Corollary ���� and ������� The occurring representations �Q���� are all
irreducible
 by Proposition ����� It remains to exclude double occurrences� For j � �� ��
let Qj � P�� �j � M�

Qj�H
� �j � ia�regQq � and assume that �Q������� � �Q������� � Then it

follows from Proposition ���� that Q� � Q�� Moreover
 there exists s � W �aQ�q� such
that �s��� s��� � ���� ���� Since �Q�

� �Q�
is a fundamental domain for the W �aQ�q��

action
 it follows that s � �� �

��



We �nish this section with a description of the image of the isometry FL��X�� L��

Lemma ����� Let Q � P� and s � W �aQq�� Then for almost every � � ia�Qq� the unitary
endomorphism CQ�s��� of H�Q�maps the subspace H�Q��� onto H�Q� s��� for � � X�Q���ds�
intertwining the representations �Q���� and �Q�s��s� �

Proof� Let s � W� We will �rst show that
 for almost every � � ia�Qq� the unitary
endomorphism CQ�s��� of H�Q� intertwines the direct sum �Q�� of the representations
� � �Q������ for � � X�Q���ds� with the similar direct sum �Q�s� of the representations
� � �Q����s� � Let � be an open and closed fundamental domain for the W �aQq��action
on ia�regQq � Then the map FQ� f 	� FQ�f�� is an equivariant isometry from L�

Q�X� onto
L��Q��� by Lemma ����� Similarly
 the map FQs� is an intertwining isomorphism from
L�
Q�X� onto L

��Q�s�� Moreover
 by ������
 for every f � L�
Q�X� we have

s��FQs�f���� � FQs�f�s�� � CQ�s���FQ�f����

for almost every � � �� It follows that the map � 	� s����CQ�s� � ��	 is an equivariant
isometry from L��Q�� onto L��Q�s�� Let x � G� Then

s� �Q�x�s
����CQ�s� � ��	 � CQ�s� � ��Q�x���

for every � � L��Q�� It follows that

�Q�s��x�CQ�s��� � CQ�s����Q���x� �������

for almost every � � �� Since � was arbitrary
 ������� holds for almost every � � ia�Qq�
Select a countable dense subset G� of G� Then there exists a subset A � ia�regQq with
complement of measure zero in ia�Qq� such that CQ�s� � � is represented by a function on
A with values in U�H�Q��� satisfying ������� for all x � G� and � � A� By continuity of
CQ�s��� and of the representations �Q�� and �Q�s�� it follows that ������� holds for all � � A
and all x � G� In view of Theorem ����
 the representation � � �Q�����s� � for &� � X�Q���ds
and s � A� is not disjoint from ���Q������ if and only if &� � s�� All assertions now follow
for all � � A� �

It follows from the above result that for each s � W �aQq�� we may de�ne a unitary
endomorphism (Q�s� of L��Q� by

�(Q�s��	��� � CQ�s�s
������s�����

for � � L��Q� and almost every � � ia�Qq� Moreover
 the map (Q�s� intertwines �Q with
itself� It follows from Proposition ���� that s 	� (Q�s� de�nes a unitary representation
of W �aQq� in L��Q�� commuting with the action of G� Accordingly
 the associated space
L��Q�W �aQq� of invariants is a closed G�invariant subspace of L��Q��

Theorem �����

��



�a� For each Q � P�� the image of FQ equals L��Q�W �aQq��

�b� The image of the Fourier transform F is given by the following orthogonal direct
sum

im�F� � �Q�P� L��Q�W �aQq��

Proof� From Proposition ���� it follows that FQ maps into L��Q�W �aQq�� Thus
 for �a� it
remains to prove the surjectivity� Let � be an open and closed fundamental domain in
ia�regQq for the action of W �aQq�� Then the map � 	� �j� is a bijection from L��Q�W �aQq�

onto L��Q��� The surjectivity now follows by application of Lemma �����
Finally
 assertion �b� follows from �a� combined with Corollary ����� �

�� H�xed generalized vectors� nal remarks

In this section we compare our results with those obtained by P� Delorme in ���	� This
comparison relies heavily on the automatic continuity theorem
 due to W� Casselman and
N�R� Wallach
 see ���	
 Cor� ���� and ���	
 Thm� ������� We shall therefore �rst recall
this result� The group decomposes as G � �G 
 exp cp� where
 as usual
 �G denotes the
intersection of all subgroups ker j�j� with � a continuous homomorphism G � R�� and
where cp � center�g� � p� Accordingly
 we de�ne the function k � kG� 	 �� � by

kx expHk � kAd�x�kop e
jHj� ������

for x � �G and H � cp� here k � kop denotes the operator norm on End�g�� Let ap be a
maximal abelian subspace of p containing aq� and let  �ap� be the root system of ap in g�
Then one readily checks that

kk�ak�k � max
�
�ap�

a� ������

for k�� k� � K and a � Ap � �G� In particular
 it follows that k � k � � on G� Note that it
follows from ������ and ������ that

kxk � kx��k �x � G�� ������

We recall from ���	
 ������
 that a smooth representation � of G in a Fr�echet space V
is said to be of moderate growth if for each continuous seminorm s on V there exists a
continuous seminorm ps on V and a constant ds � R such that

s���x�v� � kxkdsps�v��

for all v � V and x � G�

Theorem ���� �The automatic continuity theorem� Let ��j� Vj�� for j � �� �� be smooth
Fr�echet representations of G of moderate growth� such that the associated �g�K��modules
�Vj�K are �nitely generated� Then every �g�K��equivariant linear map �V��K � �V��K
extends �uniquely� to a continuous linear G�equivariant map V� � V�� Moreover� the
image of the extension is a closed topological summand of V��

��



Remark ���� A proof of this theorem
 due to W� Casselman and N�R� Wallach
 is given
in ���	
 Cor� ���� and in ���	
 Thm� ������
 but for a somewhat di�erent class of real
reductive groups� In ���	
 x�
 it is shown that the result is valid for groups of Harish�
Chandra�s class�

For any function f G� C and any non�negative real number r � � we de�ne

kfkr � sup
x�G

jf�x�j� ������

Moreover
 we de�ne Cr�G� to be the space of continuous functions f G� C with kfkr �
� Then Cr�G�� equipped with the norm k � kr� is a Banach space� We de�ne C�

r �G�
to be the space of smooth functions f G � C with Luf � Cr�G� for all u � U�g�� If
F � U�g� is a �nite subset
 we de�ne the seminorm �F�r on C

�
r �G� by

�F�r�f�� max
u�F

kLufkr�

We equip C�
r �G� with the locally convex topology induced by the collection of seminorms

�F�R� for F � U�g� �nite� It is readily seen that the space C�
r �G�� thus topologized
 is a

Fr�echet space�

Proposition ���� Let r � �� The space C�
r �G� is left G�invariant� Moreover� the left

regular representation L of G in C�
r �G� is a smooth Fr�echet representation of moderate

growth�

The Fr�echet module C�
r �G� is denoted Aumg�r�G� in ���	
 p� ���� Moreover
 it is

asserted without proof that the module is continuous and of moderate growth� Both
Casselman and Wallach have told us that the smoothness statement was known to them�
However
 the result seems not to have appeared in the literature� We have therefore
decided to include a proof of Proposition ���� in an appendix at the end of this paper

for convenience of the reader�

Corollary ���� Let r � �� Every closed G�submodule of C�
r �G� is a smooth Fr�echet

module of moderate growth�

Proof� The result follows from Proposition ���� by application of the Hahn�Banach
theorem� See ���	
 Lemma ������
 for a similar reasoning� �

Proposition ���� Let ��� V � be a smooth Fr�echet representation of G of moderate
growth� such that VK is �nitely generated� Let r � � and let T VK � C�

r �G� be a
�g�K��equivariant linear map� The map T has a unique extension to a continuous linear
G�equivariant map V � C�

r �G�� The image of this extension is closed�

��



Proof� Let W be the closure of the image of T in C�
r �G�� Then W is a closed G�

submodule of C�
r �G�� hence a smooth Fr�echet module of moderate growth� Moreover


WK � T �VK� is �nitely generated� By Theorem ����
 T has a unique extension to a
continuous linear G�equivariant map &T V � W� The image of this extension is closed
and contains a dense subspace of W� hence equals W� �

Lemma ���� Let r � �� Then the space C�
r �G� is right G�invariant� Moreover� if y � G�

then the right regular action Ry restricts to a continuous linear operator of C�
r �G��

Proof� For any function f G � C � we de�ne f�G � C by f��x� � f�x���� It follows
from ������ and ������ that f 	� f� is an isometry from the Banach space Cr�G� onto
itself
 intertwining Ry with Ly� It now follows from Lemma ���� that Ry is a continuous
linear endomorphism of Cr�G� with operator norm at most kykr� Since the action of Ry

on C��G� commutes with that of Lu� for every u � U�g�� it readily follows that Ry leaves
the space C�

r �G� invariant and restricts to a continuous linear endomorphism of it� �

Let r � �� We de�ne
C�
r �X�� C�

r �G� � C�G�H��

the space of right H�invariant functions in C�
r �G��

Lemma ���� Let r � R� The space C�
r �X� is a closed G�submodule of C�

r �G�� In
particular� it is a smooth Fr�echet G�module of moderate growth�

Proof� For every h � H� the map Rh � I restricts to a continuous linear operator of
C�
r �G�� by Lemma ����� The space C

�
r �X� equals the intersection in C

�
r �G� of the kernels

of the operators Rh � I� for h � H� Therefore
 C��X� is closed� The remaining assertion
follows by application of Corollary ����� �

If V is a locally convex space
 we denote its continuous linear dual by V 
� Unless
otherwise speci�ed
 we equip it with the strong dual topology�

Corollary ���
 Let ��� V � be a smooth Fr�echet representation of G of moderate growth�
such that VK is �nitely generated� Let r � R and let T VK � C�

r �X� be a �g�K��
equivariant linear map�

�a� The map T has a unique extension to a continuous linear G�equivariant map &T V �
C�
r �X��

�b� The linear functional eve �T  v 	� Tv�e� has a unique extension to a continuous
linear functional �T � V 
�

�c� The functional �T isH�invariant and &T may be represented as the generalized matrix
coe�cient map given by

T �v��x� � �T ���x�
��v�� �x � G�H��

��



Proof� From Proposition ���� it follows that T has a unique extension to a continuous
linear G�equivariant map &T V � C�

r �G�� The image of &T is a closed subspace W of
C�
r �G� which contains the image of T as a dense subspace� In view of Lemma ���� it
follows that W � C�

r �X�� The extended functional is given by �T � eve � &T  v 	� &Tv�e��
The assertions of �c� readily follow by G�equivariance� �

Using the above result we shall be able to express our Eisenstein integrals as matrix
coe�cients of principal series representations� As a preparation we need to relate the
function k � k� de�ned in ������
 to the G � KAqH�decomposition� Following ���	

Eqn� ������
 we de�ne the distance function lXG� ��� � by

lX�kah� � j log aj�

for k � K�a � Aq and h � H�

Lemma ���� There exists a constant s � � such that

elX�x� � kxks� �x � G��

Proof� One readily sees that it su�ces to prove this in case G � �G� Moreover
 since
the functions of x on both sides of the equality are left K�invariant
 we may reduce to
the case that G is connected and semisimple
 with �nite center� From ��	
 Lemma ����

we deduce
 using the equality kxk � kx��k� that kak � kahk for all a � Aq and h � H�
Hence
 by the G � KAqH decomposition
 it su�ces to prove the estimate

ej log aj � kaks �a � Aq�� ������

for some s � � independent of a� Let m be the minimal value of the continuous function
maxf� j � �  �ap�g on the unit sphere in aq� Then m � �� Using ������ we see that the
estimate ������ holds for s � m��� �

Let Q � P� and � � X�Q���ds be �xed throughout the rest of this section�

Lemma ����� Let � � bK be a �nite subset� let � � A��Q����� and let �� � a�QqC be a
regular point for the Eisenstein integral E��Q  �  ��� There exist an open neighborhood
U of �� and a constant r � � such that � 	� E��Q  �  �� is a function on U with values
in C�

r �X��V�� Moreover� the mentioned function is locally bounded�

Proof� It follows from ���	
 Prop� �����
 combined with Lemma ����
 that there exist
an open neighborhood � of �� and a polynomial function p � )
r�Q��a

�
Qq�� such that the

function � 	� p���E��Q  �� is holomorphic on � as a function with values in C�
r �X� �

Hom�A��Q�����V�� and such that for every continuous seminorm � on the latter tensor
product space
 the function � 	� ��p���E��Q  ��� is a bounded on ��

Select an open neighborhood U of �� with compact closure contained in � such that
E��Q  �  � � is holomorphic on an open neighborhood of U� Then it follows by a straight�
forward application of Cauchy�s integral formula in the variable �� see
 e�g�
 ��	
 proof
of Lemma ���
 that for every continuous seminorm �
 on C�

r �X� � V� the function
� 	� �
�E��Q  �  ��� is bounded on U� �

��



Lemma ����� Let � � a�QqC � The representation �Q���� of G in C��K  �� is a smooth
Fr�echet representation of moderate growth� Moreover� the associated �g�K��module
C��K  ��K is �nitely generated�

Proof� It follows from Remark ��� that V  � C��K  ��� equipped with �Q����� is the
space of C��vectors for the Hilbert representation IndGQ�� � � � ��� It now follows from
���	
 Lemma ������
 that V is a smooth Fr�echet G�module of moderate growth� The last
assertion is well known
 see also Proposition ��� for a stronger assertion� �

Proposition ����� Let � � a�QqC n �H�Q� ���

�a� There exists a constant r � R such that JQ���� maps �V �Q� ���C��K  ��K into the
space C�

r �X��

�b� Let r � R be a constant as in �a�� The map JQ���� has a unique extension to a contin�
uous linear map from �V �Q� �� � C��K  �� into C�

r �X�� The extension intertwines
the G�representations I � �Q����� and L�

Proof� Fix � as above� By Lemma �����
 there exists a �nite subset � � bK such that
C��K  ��� generates C��K  ��K as the �g�K��module associated with �Q������ Let r � R
be associated with � as in Lemma ������ Then it follows from ������ that JQ���� maps
�V �Q� ���C��K  ��� into C�

r �X�� The map JQ���� is �g�K��equivariant
 by Theorem ����
Since C��K  ��� generates C��K  ��K � whereas C�

r �X� is �g�K��invariant
 assertion �a�
follows�

Assume that r is a constant as in �a�� Then it follows from Theorem ��� that the
map JQ���� is �g�K��equivariant� In view of Lemma ����� and assertion �a�
 we may apply
Corollary ���� with T � JQ����� Assertion �b� follows� �

If � � a�QqC n �H�Q� ��� we denote the continuous linear extension of JQ���� by the
same symbol� We denote the conjugate of the topological linear dual of C��K  �� by
C���K  ��� The G�representation on the latter space induced by dualization of ����� is
denoted by ������ �

The sesquilinear pairing C��K  ��
C��K  ��� C � given by ����� induces a contin�
uous linear embedding C��K  �� �� C���K  ��� intertwining the representations ������
and ������ � The latter may therefore be viewed as the continuous linear extension of �������

Accordingly
 we shall sometimes use the notation ������ for the representation �
��
��� �

We denote by V �Q� �� the conjugate space of �V �Q� ��� and de�ne the linear map
j��Q  �  ���V �Q� ��� C���K  �� by

h� j j��Q  �  ������i � JQ������ � ���e�� ������

Then by Proposition ����� and Corollary ����
 the image of j��Q  �  ��� is contained in
the subspace of C���K  �� consisting ofH�invariants for the representation ������ we agree
to denote this subspace by C���Q  �  ���H �

We may now represent the Eisenstein integral as a matrix coe�cient� The following
formula generalizes the similar formula for Q minimal
 see ��	
 Eqn� �����

��



Lemma ����� Let � � a�QqC n�H�Q� ��� let � � bK be a �nite subset and let T � ��� �
�V �Q� ��� C��K  ���� Then

E��Q  �T  ���x��k� � h� j�Q������kx�j
��Q  �  ����i �x � X� k � K��

Proof� This follows from ������ and ������
 by application of Corollary ���� �c�� �

To identify our Eisenstein integral with the one introduced by P� Delorme in ���	
 we
recall some results from ���	
 x����

For each v � QW� we denote by V�Q� �� v� the space of MQ � vHv����xed elements
in H��

� � the conjugate of the topological linear dual of H�
� � The space V�Q� �� v� is �nite

dimensional by ��	
 Lemma ���� We introduce the formal direct sum

V�Q� ��� �v�QW V�Q� �� v��

If u � C���Q  �  ��H� then on an open neighborhood of any v � QW in K� the func�
tional u may be represented by a unique continuous function with values in H��

� � via
the sesquilinear pairing ������ Its value evv�u� in v is therefore a well de�ned element of
V�Q� �� v�� See ���	
 x ���
 for details� The direct sum of the maps evv� for v � QW� is
denoted by

ev � �v�QW evv C���Q  �  ��H � V�Q� ���

We have the following result
 due to ��	 for minimal Q and to ���	 in general�

Theorem ����� There exists a unique meromorphic function j�Q� �� � � on a�QqC with
values in Hom�V�Q� ��� C���K  ��� such that the following two conditions are ful�lled�

�a� For regular values of �� the image of j�Q  �  �� is contained in C���Q  �  ��H �

�b� For regular values of �� we have ev � j�Q  �  �� � IV�Q����

There exists a locally �nite collection H � H�j�Q� �� of hyperplanes in a�QqC such that
each � � a�QqC n �H is a regular value for j�Q  �  � � and the associated map j�Q  �  ��
is surjective from V�Q� �� onto C���Q  �  ��H �

Finally� each � � a�QqC with Re � ! �Q stricly  r�Q��anti�dominant is a regular value
for j�Q  �  � �� Moreover� for such � and every � � V�Q� ��� the element j�Q  �  ��� �
C���K  �� is representable by a continuous function uK �H��

� � in the sense that

h� j j�Q  �  ���i �

Z
K

h��k� ju�k�i dk� �� � C��K  ����

Proof� This follows from ���	
 Prop� �
 Thm� � and Thm� �� �

��



The Eisenstein integrals of Delorme are built in terms of matrix coe�cients coming
from a subspace Vds�Q� �� of V�Q� ��� which is de�ned as follows
 see ���	
 x���� Let
v � QW� An element � � V�Q� �� v� naturally determines the MQ�equivariant embedding
�	H�

� � C��MQ�MQ � vHv���� given by

�	�v��m� � h��m���v j �i �m �MQ��

We denote by Vds�Q� �� v� the subspace of � � V�Q� �� with the property that �	 maps
into L��MQ�MQ � vHv����� Note that for such � the map �	 extends to a continuous
linear map H� � L��XQ�v�� see ���	
 Lemma �� Moreover
 the map � 	� �	 de�nes a linear
isomorphism from Vds�Q� �� v� onto V �Q� �� v�� via which we shall identify�

We de�ne the subspace Vds�Q� �� of V�Q� �� as the direct sum of the spaces Vds�Q� �� v��
for v � QW� Via the direct sum of the above isomorphisms
 we obtain the natural iso�
morphism

Vds�Q� �� � V �Q� ���

Accordingly
 the map j� introduced in ������ may be viewed as a linear map

j��Q  �  �� Vds�Q� ��� C���Q  �  ��H�

de�ned for � � a�QqC n �H�Q� ���
To relate this map with the map j�Q  �  �� of Theorem ����� we need standard

intertwining operators� We recall from ���	 and ���	 that for a parabolic subgroup P � P�

with split component equal to AQ� the standard intertwining operator A�Q  P  �  ��
between the representations �P���� and �Q���� on C��K  �� is given by an absolutely
convergent integral for � � a�QqC with hRe ���Q � �i � � for every � �  r�P �� r� �Q�� and
allows a meromorphic continuation in �� Its adjoint is a continuous linear endomorphism
of C���K  ��� intertwining the representations ���Q���� and �

��
P����� It extends the standard

intertwining operator A�P  Q  �  ����� and is therefore denoted by the same symbol�
Thus


A�Q  P  �  ��� � A�P  Q  �  ����� ������

We also recall that

A�P  Q  �  �� �A�Q  P  �  �� � ��Q  P  �  �� IC��K � ��

with ��Q  P  �  � � a non�zero scalar meromorphic function on a�PqC � a�QqC � In particular

it follows that the standard intertwining operator is invertible for � in an open dense subset
of a�QqC �

Lemma ����� Let � � a�QqC be such that Re� � �Q is strictly  r�Q��dominant� Then�
for every � � V�Q� �� and � � C��K  ��K � and for each v � QW� all m � MQ and all
X � a�Qq�

lim
t�

a
���
Q
t h� j� �Q������mat v� j� �Q  �  ����i � hA�Q  �Q  �  �����e� j ��m��vi�

where at � exp tX�

��



Proof� The result is equivalent to Lemma �� in ���	� We refer to the proof given there�
�

Theorem ����� Let � � Vds�Q� ��� Then j��Q  �  � �� is holomorphic as a function on
a�QqC n �H�Q� ��� with values in C���K  ��� Moreover�

j��Q  �  ��� � A� �Q  Q  �  ����j� �Q  �  ����

as an identity of meromorphic C���K  ���valued functions in � � a�QqC n �H�Q� ��� In
particular� j��Q  �  � �� extends to a meromorphic C���K  ���valued function on a�QqC �

For the proof of this result we need the following lemma�

Lemma ����� Let � � bK be a �nite subset� There exists an open dense subset � of the
set of points � � a�QqC with Re � strictly  r�Q��dominant� such that the following holds�
Let � � A��Q����� v � QW� m � XQ�v��� X � a�Qq and put at � exp tX� �t � R�� Then� for
every � � ��

lim
t�

a
���
Q
t E��Q  �  ���matv� � ���v�m��

Proof� Let � be the set of regular points for E��Q  � �� and �� the subset of � � � with
Re � strictly  r�Q��dominant�

Fix a minimal parabolic group P from P�� contained in Q� Then
 by ���	
 Prop� �����

the family f  ��� x� 	� E��Q  �  x�� belongs to EhypQ �X  � �� Moreover
 for each u �

NK�aq�� the set of exponents Exp �P� u j f�� is contained in the collection W P jQ�� !
'�P jQ��� �P � N"�P �� for � � ��

Fix � � �� and let � be an exponent in Exp �Q� v j f��� Then it follows by application
of ���	
 Thm� ���
 that � � w�� ! '�jaQq � �Q � �� for certain w � W P jQ� ' � '�P jQ�
and � � N"r�Q�� It follows from the de�nitions preceding ���	
 Prop� �����
 that w' �
�R�"�P �� Hence Re ��X� ! �Q�X� � wRe ��X�� with equality if and only if w'jaQq � �
and � � �� Now Re � is strictly  r�Q��dominant and X � a�Qq� Hence
 by a well known
result on root systems
 Re ��X� � Re s��X�� for each s � W� with equality if and only if
s centralizes aQq� Since W P jQ �WQ � feg� we conclude that

Re ��X� � �Re � � �Q��X�

for every exponent � � Exp �Q� v j f��� di�erent from � � �Q� It follows that

lim
t�

a
���
Q
t f��matv� � lim

t�
q��
Q�Q� v j f� � tX��m�� ������

for every � � �� for which the limit on the right�hand side exists� It follows from ���	

Def� ���� and Prop� ����
 that there exists a non�empty open subset �� of a�QqC such that

q��
Q�Q� v j f��X��m� � �v�m� ������

��



for all � � ��� v � QcW� m � XQ�v�� and X � aQq� On the other hand
 by ���	
 Thm� ���

there exists an open dense subset �� of a�QqC such that the expression on the left�hand
side of ������ depends holomorphically on � � ��� for all v�m�X as above� By analytic
continuation it follows that ������ is valid for � � ��� This implies that the limit on the
right�hand side of ������ has the value �v�m�� for every � � �� � ��� �

Proof of Theorem ������ Fix � � C��K  ��K with ��e� �� � and put T � � � ��

Select a �nite subset � � bK such that � � C��K  ���� Then
 in the notation of 

�T � A������ Fix v � QW� Then the preimage MQ�v�� of XQ�v�� under the canonical
map MQ � XQ�v is open dense in MQ� Fix m � MQ and X � a�Qq� We agree to write
at � exp tX� Let A be the open dense subset of a�QqC n �H�Q� �� consisting of points �
where both intertwining operators � 	� A�Q  �Q  �  ���� are regular� By Lemma �����
we may write
 for � � A�

E�
��Q  �T  ���matv��e� �

� h� j�Q������matv�j
��Q  �  ���i

� hA�Q  �Q  �  ������ j� �Q������matv�A� �Q  Q  �  ���j
��Q  �  ����i�

ReplacingA if necessary
 we may in addition assume that the conjugate �A of A has empty
intersection with the set �H� where H � H�j� �Q� �� is as in Theorem �����
 with �Q in
place of �Q� By the mentioned theorem it then follows
 for � � A� that

A� �Q  Q  �  ���j��Q  �  ���� � j� �Q  �  ��������� �������

for ����� � V� �Q� �� given by ����� � ev �A� �Q  Q  �  ���j��Q  �  ����� Using Lemma �����
we now conclude that
 for � � A with Re � � �Q strictly  r�Q��dominant


lim
t�

a
���
Q
t E�

��Q  �T  ���matv��e�

� h��e� j ��m�evv �A� �Q  Q  �  ���j
��Q  �  ����i

� h��e� j �����vi� �������

In particular
 this holds for � contained in the non�empty open set A � �� with � as in
Lemma ������ For such � it follows by the mentioned lemma that the limit in ������� also
equals ��T �v�m� � h��e� j ��m��vi�We deduce that
 for � � �A� ��� where the bar denotes
conjugation


h��e� j ��m� ����vi � h��e� j ��m��vi� �������

for all m � MQ�v��� By continuity and density it follows that the identity ������� holds
for all m � MQ� Since ��e� � H�

� n f�g� it follows by irreducibility of the G�module H�
�

that ����v � �v� for all � � �A� ��� This identity holds for every v � QW� since the sets A
and � are independent of the element v � QW� Combining this with ������� we deduce
that
 for every � � �A� ���

j��Q  �  ��� � A� �Q  Q  �  ����j� �Q  �  ���� �������

��



Let f��� denote the expression on the left�hand side and g��� that on the right�hand side
of the above equation� Then g is a meromorphic C���K  ���valued function on a�QqC � by
Theorem ����� and meromorphy of the intertwining operator� If � � C��K  ��K� then
� 	� hf��� j�i is a holomorphic function of � � a�QqC n�H�Q� ��� by Lemma ������ On the
other hand
 � 	� hg��� j�i is a meromorphic function on a�QqC � By analytic continuation
we deduce that

hf��� j�i � hg��� j�i� �������

as an identity of meromorphic functions in the variable � � a�QqC n �H�Q� ��� From the
holomorphy of the function on the left�hand side it follows that the function on the right�
hand side is actually regular on a�QqC n �H�Q� ��� for every � � C���K  ��K � The latter
space is dense in C��K  �� and � 	� gf��� is a meromorphicC���K  ���valued function�
It follows that g is regular on a�QqC n�H�Q� ��� It now follows from ������� that the element
f��� � C���K  �� equals g���� for every � � a�QqC n �H�Q� ��� This implies all assertions
of the theorem� �

It follows from the above result that the distribution vector j��Q  �  ���� de�ned
for � � Vds�Q� ��� coincides with the similarly denoted distribution vector de�ned in ��	

�������

Corollary ����
 Let ��� V� � be a �nite dimensional unitary representation of K� let
P � P� and � � A��P� � �� Then the Eisenstein integral E��P  �  
�� for 
 � a�PqC �
coincides with the normalized Eisenstein integral E��P����
� de�ned in �	��� x ��	�

Proof� By the functorial property of Lemma ���
 which is satis�ed by both Eisenstein
integrals
 it su�ces to prove the result for � � ��� with � � bK a �nite subset� By
linearity it su�ces to prove the assertion for � � �	�f � where � � X�P���ds� � � Vds�P� ��
and f � C��K  ���� The associated normalized Eisenstein integral is denoted E��P��� ��
in ���	
 x���� It is represented as a matrix coe�cient in ���	
 Prop� �� This representation
coincides with the one given in Lemma ������ �

It follows from the equality of the normalized Eisenstein integrals stated above
 that
the Plancherel theorems formulated in ���	
 x ��
 and Section ��
 coincide with the ones of
P� Delorme formulated in ���	
 Sections ��� and ���� However
 the chosen normalizations
of measures are di�erent
 resulting in di�erent constants� We shall �nish this section by
relating the various constants� The normalization of measures for the present paper is
described in ���	
 x �� The normalization given in ���	
 x�
 follows essentially the same
conventions of interdependence
 with one crucial di�erence� A choice of invariant measure
dx for X� determines the same choice of Haar measure da for Aq in both papers� In our
paper we �x the Lebesgue measure d
 on ia�q that makes the Euclidean Fourier transform
an isometry from L��Aq� da� onto L��ia�q� jW j d
�� On the other hand
 in ���	
 x�
 the
convention is to �x the measure d

 � jW j d
 instead�

If Q � P�� the same convention applies to the normalizations of invariant measures
dxQ�v on XQ�v� for v � QW� versus a choice of normalization of daQ on the group �AQq�
which is �the Aq of �MQ�MQ�vHv����� This determines a normalization d
Q of Lebesgue

��



measure on i �a�Qq� The corresponding measure of ���	 is given by d

Q � jWQj d
Q� In
both papers
 one chooses the measure on ia�Qq to be the quotient of the chosen measures
on ia�q and i

�a�Qq� This results in a choice of Lebesgue measure d�Q on ia
�
Qq in the present

paper� The similar measure d�
Q in ���	 is then given by d�
Q � �W WQ	 d�Q� For the
constants in the Plancherel formula
 see e�g� ���	
 Thm� ���� �d�
 this means that �W W �

Q	
should be replaced by

�W WQ	
���W W �

Q	 � �W
�
QWQ	

�� � jW �aQq�j
���

The latter is indeed the constant occurring in
 e�g�
 ���	
 Thm� � �iii��

�� Appendix� A module of moderate growth

We adapt the notation introduced in the beginning of Section �� and �x a real number
r � �� The goal of this section is to give a proof of Proposition �����

Lemma ���� For every g � G� the left regular action Lg leaves the space Cr�G� invariant�
its restriction to the mentioned Banach space has operator norm at most kgkr�

Proof� In view of ������ it follows from the multiplicative property of the operator norm
that kgxk � kg��k��kxk for all x� g � G� Applying this inequality to the de�nition of
kLgfkr� for f � Cr�G� and g � G� we see that Lg acts on Cr�G� with operator norm at
most kg��kr� The lemma now follows by application of ������� �

We note that the left regular representation L of G in Cr�G� is not continuous if G is
not compact� In fact
 in that case there exists a function f � Cr�G� such that Lgf has
no limit for g � e� However
 L does induce a continuous representation in the subspace
C�
r �G�� We will establish this in a number of steps�

Lemma ���� Let � be a continuous seminorm on C�
r �G�� There exists a continuous

seminorm � on C�
r �G� and a constant s � � such that

��Lgf� � kgkr�s��f��

for all f � C�
r �G� and g � G�

Proof� Fix u � U�g�� It su�ces to prove the lemma for � � k � kF�r� with F � fug� Let
f � C�

r �G� and g � G� Then

��Lgf� � kLuLgfkr � kLgLAd�g���ufkr�

Let V be the G�submodule of U�g� generated by u� Then V is �nite dimensional
 hence of
moderate growth� Let $ be a basis for V� For v � $� let cv�g� be the coe�cient of Ad�g���
with respect to v� Then it follows that there exist constants C � � and s � � such that
jcv�g�j � Ckg��ks � Ckgks� for all v � $ and g � G� Combining these estimates with
Lemma ����
 we obtain the result with � � C���r� �

��



Lemma ���� Let � be a continuous seminorm on C�
r �G�� Then there exists a continuous

seminom � on C�
r �G� such that

��LexpXf � f� � kXk ��f��

for all f � C�
r �G� and all X � g with kXk � ��

Proof� We will �rst prove the assertion under the assumption that � � k � kr� Let X � g�
f � C�

r �G�� Then

LexpXf�x�� f�x� �

Z �

�

Lexp tXLXf�x� dt �x � G��

From this equality
 combined with Lemma ����
 one readily sees that

kLexpXf � fkr � sup
��t��

k exp�tX�kr kLXfkr�

We now observe that the function Z 	� k expZk is bounded on the unit ball of g�
 say
by a constant C � �� Let # be a basis of g such that all elements of the dual basis have
operator norm at most C�r� Then by linearity of LX in the variable X � g� the desired
assertion follows with the continuous seminorm �� � ���r in place of ��

To complete the proof it su�ces to establish the assertion for � � �F�r with F consisting
of a single element u � U�g�� In that case we have

��LexpXf � f�

� kLuLexpXf � Lufkr

� kLexpXLe�adXuf � Le�adXufkr ! kL�e�adXu�u	fkr

� kXk ���Le�adXuf� ! kL�e�adXu�u	fkr� ������

with �� as in the �rst part of the proof�
Let V be the ��nite dimensional� G�submodule of U�g� generated by u� Then X 	�

e�adXu is a locally bounded V �valued function on g� Hence
 there exists a continuous
seminorm �� on C�

r �G�� only depending on �� and u� such that

���Le�adXuf� � ���f�� ������

for all f � C�
r �G� and all X � g with kXk � �� Equip V with any norm k � k� Then

ke�adXu� uk � O�kXk�� for kXk � �� Hence
 there exists a continuous seminorm �� on
C�
r �G�� only depending on u� such that

kL�e�adXu�u	fkr � kXk ���f�� ������

for all f and X as before� The lemma follows by combining ������ with ������ and �������
�

��



Corollary ���� The left regular representation L of G in C�
r �G� is continuous�

Proof� It follows by application of Lemmas ���� and ���� that the representation L is
separately continuous� Since C�

r �G� is a Fr�echet space
 it is barreled� The continuity
follows by application of the Banach�Steinhaus theorem� �

It follows from the de�nition of C�
r �G� that LX restricts to a continuous linear endo�

morphism of C�
r �G�� for every X � g� We will actually show that the Fr�echet G�module

C�
r �G� is smooth� A �rst step in this direction is the following�

Lemma ���� Let � be a continuous seminorm on C�
r �G�� Then there exists a continuous

seminorm � on C�
r �G� such that for all f � C�

r �G�� X � g with kXk � � and t � ���� �	�

��t���Lexp tXf � f 	� LXf� � jtj ��f��

Proof� We shall �rst prove this under the assumption that � � k � kr� From the identity

t���Lexp tXf�x�� f�x�	� LXf�x� �

Z �

�

�Lexp �tXLXf�x�� LXf�x�	 d��

for f � C�
r �G�� x � G� and X � g� we obtain that

��t���Lexp tXf � f 	� LXf� � sup
�����

kLexp �tXLXf � LXfkr ������

� ktXk ���LXf� � jtj ���f�� ������

for f � C�
r �G� and X � g with kXk � �� Here �� is the seminorm associated with � as in

Lemma ����� Moreover
 �� is a suitable continuous seminorm on C�
r �G� only depending

on ���
To complete the proof it su�ces to establish the assertion for a continuous seminorm

� of the form �F�r� with F consisting of a single element u � U�g�� We then have
 for
f � C�

r �G�� X � g with kXk � � and t � ���� �	� that

��t���Lexp tXf � f 	� LXf�

� kt���LuLexp tXf � Luf 	� LuXfkr

� kt���Lexp tXLe�tadXuf � Le�tadXuf 	� LXLe�tadXufkr

! kLt���e�tadXu�u	��X�u	fkr ! kLXL�e�tadXu�u	fkr

� jtj ���Le�tadXuf� ! kLt���e�tadXu�u	��X�u	fkr ! kLXL�e�tadXu�u	fkr� ������

Here �� is the seminorm of ������� Let V be the G�submodule of U�g� generated by u�
equipped with a choice of norm k � k� Then e�tadXu is a locally bounded V �valued function
of X and t� It follows that there exists a continuous seminorm ��� only depending on ���
such that
 for all f � C�

r �G��

���Le�tadXuf� � ���f� �X � g� kXk � �� t � ���� �	�� ������

��



Moreover

kt���e�tadXu� u	 ! �X�u	k � O�jtj�� �jtj � ���

locally uniformly in X � g� It follows that there exists a continuous seminorm ��� only
depending on u� such that
 for all f � C�

r �G��

kLt���e�tadXu�u	��X�u	fkr � jtj ���f� �X � g� kXk � �� t � ���� �	�� ������

Finally
 using that ke�tadXu � ukV � O�jtj�� for jtj � �� locally uniformly in X� we
obtain that there exists a continuous seminorm ��� only depending on u� such that
 for
all f � C�

r �G��

kLXL�e�tadXu�u	fkr � jtj���f�� �X � g� kXk � �� t � ���� �	�� ������

Combining ������ with ������
 ������ and ������
 we obtain the desired assertion with the
continuous seminorm � � �� ! �� ! ��� �

Corollary ���� Let X � g� Then� for every f � C�
r �G��

lim
t�

Lexp tXf � f

t
� LXf in C�

r �G��

Lemma ���� Let V be a Fr�echet space� and let � be a continuous representation of G
in V� Suppose that there exists a linear map g � End�V �� X 	� �X � such that for every
v � V and all X � g�

lim
t�

��exp tX�v � v

t
� �Xv�

Then V � V �� Moreover� for every X � g� we have ��X� � �X �

Proof� For v � V� we de�ne the function #vG� V by #v�g� � ��g�v� Then # v 	� #v

is a continuous linear map from V onto a closed subspace of C�G�V �� We will show that
# maps into C��G�V �� Let v � V� Then from the hypothesis it follows that the function
t 	� ��exp tX�v is di�erentiable at t � � as a function of t with values in V� with derivative
�Xv� For g � G we have

#v�g exp tX� � ��g����exp tX�v	�

Since ��g� is a continuous linear endomorphism of V� it follows that the V �valued function
#v has a directional derivative in the direction of the vector �eld RX � with derivative

RX#v � #�Xv�

The right�hand side of the above expression belongs to C�G�V �� for every X � g� Hence

#v is C�� It follows from repeated application of this argument that the function #v is
smooth� Hence v � V �� Moreover
 it follows that �X � ��X� for all X � g� �

Proof of Proposition ����� It follows from Corollary ���� combined with Lemma
���� that every vector in C�

r �G� is smooth� Hence C
�
r �G� is a smooth Fr�echet module�

The assertion about moderate growth follows from Lemma ����� �

��
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